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ABSTRACT

Metaphysical poetry has alvrays been defined by its r^iiË. But

most critics have been content to identify the r¡/itty style, seek its

historícal causes, and observe, in passing, íts remarkable portrayal

of a peculiar view of experience. Yet they have, if I am not mistaken,

passed lightly over questions aL once elementary and vital. Llhy, for

instance be witty at all? Is there a significant relation between tlhe

T';itty surface of a metaphysical poem and the presumably serious 'Ëruth'

it uncovers? Does wit ernbellish or even complicate the poetts view, or

is it in fact the drama of these odd1y, strikingly dramatic lyrics? If

Ëhe drama, then how precisely does wit functíon dramaLically? Are irony

and paradox self-evident modes of poetÍc expression, or does the meta-

physical poet corünent upon their presence Ín his poem? Many critics of

metaphysical poetry have, I think, neglecLed the interesting problem in

pursuit of the easy ansvrer.

In the following discussion of Andrew Marvellrs poetry I have

attempted to demonstrate that lvlarvellts disLinct ansr^7ers to these questions

are found only in the style and structure of his poems. He achieves in

his best poetry a kind of stylistic equilibrium, indicative of an intell-

ectual balance expressed in almost every poem he writes, and merely one

of a host of separate equilibrÍa or balances. In those poems, for

example, in which he chooses to argue, the sides taken in his tdialoguest

and rdebatesrare not poeË vs. world, the pïívate insight in conflict

with the public claím, but the opposing claims of the abstraction



externaLized. soul and body, soul and pleasure -- the principles of

inwardness and externality -- contest, and make theiï respective cases

wÍth exquisite intelligence. In accordance with a naËural metaphysical

Lendency, the in-fighting is rendered in the language of wit, but the

elegant surface of the veïse gíves to the whole stïuggle a líterally

metaphysical quality as the conflÍct is made to seem eternal and un-

changing. There is no questÍon of victory for either side, and that is

an additÍonal, pervasive irony that tempers the \^7itty interchange. But

this same balancing of claims in conflict is achíeved in a variety of

different forms. üIhen Marvellls drama is personal, and builds specifícal1y

upon the antÍnomy of private and public experience, as inrrThe Gardenrr

and rrupon AppleËon House?r, the more searchingry he explores their

oppositionrthe more movingly he expresses the unresolvable. And in this

drama verbal wit and structural balance play decidedly dramaËÍc roles.

Marvell TiTeaves together the inËernal and objective with such tactful

proportion and such stupendous delicacy that the unbreakable deadlock is

never broken.



INTRODUCTION

trrlritten as it Ís at mid-century, Andrerv Marvell ts poetry may be

conveniently viewed as a kind of fulcrum, balancing the metaphysical

extravagances of the 17th century on the one side, and the polished

Augustanísms of the l8th century on the other. That Marvellts style

ü7Íth its extraordinarily r.ritty word-play and its even glossy surfaces

seems at times to l-ean in both directions is an interesting fact which it

wilL be useful to investigate. That Marvell himseLf , nor,,l involved, nov/

detached, nov/ cavalier, nor^7 purÍtan, now for king, now for cromwe1L, is

given to leaning in opposite directions is also an interesting fact,

whÍch it would be well noË to ígnore.

He is a man) and a poet, of contradictÍons, a peerless craftsman,

the possessor of one of the most acute intelligences in Englísh le¡ters,

capable in some ínstances of a depth of imagir¡ative passion that is

unequalled by any of his conteaporaries, and yet there is about his

work a curÍous slightness that has given him the reputation of a

brilliant but rminorr poet. The thÍn voLume of verse published post-

humousi-y in L681 under the títle Miscellgneous Poems seems somehow less

than his genius nright have accomplished, yet even within this voLume,

the peculiar range and variety of its subjects, their apparent and

frequent unrelatedness, further tantalizes. The bulk of the poetry

was written by a young man, buL one whose absorption in practical politics

laterin life r^ras so total that it seems difficult to reconcile the two

activities. In so far as the poems are personal at all, they are coyly



and invitingly intimate, yet before his public career -- of which there

is a fairly extensive record -- the prívate character recedes into

anonymity. The overwhelming majority of his letters are official; his

prose pamphlets succeed Ín masking the writer behind their facade of

\,rit. hie know a good deal about the skeLeton of his bÍography, virtually

nothing of the flesh, and the ímage that Aubrey gives of him appears

aLmost calculated by the subject:

He was in hís conversation very modest,
and of very few words: and though he loved
wine he would never drinke hard in company,
and was \,ronË to say that, he would not plav
the Aood-fel1ow in any manrs cogpanv in whose
handg he would not trust hi.s 1ifs.1

trnlhat makes the personal enigma so interesting is the way in which

it colcres the poetry. There are rroyalistt poems - trTo his Noble Friend

Mr. Richard Lovelacetr, trTom Mayts Deathrr - and there are thTo poerns

profoundly commítted to cromwell. There are passages in whích the

human mind and nature are in sublime harmony, and a group of pastorals

(the 'tnowertt songs) that ironically hint at their opposiËion. Marvellrs

magnum opug,ttllpon Appleton Housel'examines in turn a variety of problems

that run throughout his work but appears to rsolvetnone, suggesting

at every point a complexity and ambiguity of feeling that defÍes

reduction. Tempting as ít is to feel that the poetry reflects a

1. Brief Lives (New York, L949) , p. 73.



temperamental bias, thatrrMarvellrs lífe and his poetry form a single

whore",l r am hindered by the very peculiarity of a problem that takes

root in the inconclusive and unexpressed.

But perhaps there is in the poetry a thread which wilL pull

together what seems divergent, and thus er¡able one to feel a coherence

that obviates the need for bíographicaL paradÍgm. To find this thread

it wilL be necessary to atËempt to analyze the special way in which

MarvelL is rmetaphysicalr. He has of course ordinarily been included

in the rschooll of Donne, but often vaguely and even uncomfortably.

A revised book on metaphysical poetry mentions him only as an after-
ôthought, as if he did not really belong.¿ But the question of tstylet

is so central to \"ihat the poems are and say that Ín asking it we may

not only better come to understand Marvell, but his predecessors and

successors as well. Even superficially examined, I4arvell seems more

than most poets Ëo be fond of formal elaborations of polar feeling and

ideas. The metaphysical structure usually rnakes such comparisons subtly

and wittiLy indirect; Marvell on occasion even labels them. r think

the difference is crucial, and by investigatíng the character of poetic

structure in Marvell I will be better able to define the peculiar character

of his wit. Judgment, balance, sanity - the terms and their equivalents

Chrístopher HiIl, rtAndrew Marvell- and the Good Old Cause,tr
Mainstream, XII (1959), p. 24.

Joan Bennett, Fi-ve .Metaphysical Poets (Cambridge, L964) .
OrigÍna1 title, Four Metaphvsical Poets (Cambridge, 1934).

)



are often applied to his rrork. Perhaps I can evaluate the poetic) as

opposed to the Íntellectual or psychological force of these words;

and thereby show Lhat Marvell lies midway between the 17th and lgth

centuries in a more than adventítious sense.



CHAPTER I

CONFLICTS EQUIPOISED

Marvellts first group of poems are in the form of tdiaroguestoï

tdebates t and are specifically concerned to elaborate contrasting

points of view. The poetíc strategy is to defÍne the rspeakertst

position as completely and persuasively as possible, to force the

reader as in a skillful tennÍs volLey to admire each opponent in tuïn

and to understand the experíence of suspended decision. But this

intellectual exchange is invariably complicated by the fact that the

antagonists differ not only in their natural opposition but in their

methods and aims, that there is much more at stake than the winning

or losing of an argument. In the dialogue between "The Resolved Soul,

and created Pleasure", the dÍffeïence between the -æ.rsonae is suffi-

ciently explained by the very title for us to appreciate the nature of

the conflict, but the longer orì.e looks at the poem the more fully one

understands the complexity of the issue. They are set before us, in

the easy clarity of the allegory, on opposite sides of the field, with

a chorus watching the actÍon and commenËing on it; but the realms of

being that the characters represent are not as a practical matter so

graphically distinguishable. For they could not, these combatants, so

neatly come together, representing as they do matter and spirit, and

Marvellts wit in the poem lies in his continual suggesËions of that

difference. The soulrs opening self-exhortatÍon to ttLearn to wield /



The weight of thine immortal Shieldtt descrÍbes its paradoxical advantage

in the ensuing conflict, for what it lacks in physÍcal strength it

more than makes up for in moral 'heighttt. Pleasure, with all the

trbatteries of alluring sensert on its síde - the great principle of

nature itself - discovers that a 1itt1e soul goes a long way. For in

this contest between the external and the internal, all of pleasureis

temptations, so sensuously and bulkily detailed, may be collapsed by

the swift single blow of an abstracËion. And so the soul resists the

appeal to touch by claiming:

My gentler Rest is on a Thought
Conscious of doing what I ought

(23-24)

Pleasure first presents characteristic visions of the five senses,

and then, l-ike Miltonts Satan in the wilderness, the representative

rewards of the life engagée, but they are all together no match for

the rthoughtr of the soul. The latterts response to each temptaLion

is invariably briefer, wittier, dÍsposed to epigram and paradox. For

it is the difference in their language that makes the difference between

them. And when the soul triumphs over the appeal to musical pLeasure

by asserting:

None can chain a mind,
I{horn this sweet Chordage cannot bind

(43-44)

1 . All quotations from Marvell 's poetïy are -f_rom H 
'ry,,_W,r-ggliuth 

t s
edition, the Poems a4d Letlerr !l__A4drel^r Mary-gll (Oxford , L927) .

,L



the pun carries more force than that of mere decoration. rt is

characteristic of the soulrs T^/itty defense that it converts the

enemy¡s partículars into its own abstractions. And so it resists

the appeal as carelessly as it tosses off the harmless fetters of

musicrs chords. There is, after all, no answer that nature can gíve

to so intellectual an assertion as:

If things of Sight such Heavens be,
I'Ihat Heavens are those r,re cannot see?

(s5- s 6)

rt is this order of statement that the soul is always.issuÍng to

naturers importunitíes. To be sure, each of the antagonists speaks

only the language appropriate to iË, and there is nothing unintelligible

about their dialogue, but parL of the irony of so r,Jitty an exchange is

that they possess no common tongue. victorious as the sour is, it

clearly has an a priori verbal edge in the contest and lvlarvell intends

us to see the peculiar intellectual resources Ít would naturally command.

The chorus, whích has been siding all along with the inner voice, cele-

braLes its suc,cessfuL defense:

Triumph. triumph. vÍctorious Soul;
The tr{or1d has not one Pleasure more:
The rest does 1ie beyond the pole,
And is thine everlastinÊ Store.

(7 s-7 B)

There is not a single pleasure left to assaulL virtue. But the struggle

between Ëhem ís continuing and continuous, though the witty fictÍon of

the alLegory camouflages Lhis fact. There is about the whoLe poem an

evenness of measure and smooth elegance that contribute to íts fína1

irony, as if the issue could not be set more neatly, moïe faixLy before
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us. Yet it is precÍsely its wonderful lightness of touch and charm

that suggest to us the way in which the poem is serious.

It is ín the very t'conscious gallantry of bearingrr, to use

F.R. Leavists fine phrase,l thut \de are made to sense the less gallant

figures of the real opponents. The structure of the dialogue is to

present in turn the case for each of these rnÍghty opposites. But its

wit (its rurbanityr) is to view them from such a gracefuL distance as

to both ignore and imply their incommensurability. And this, r take

it, is whaË Leavis means, in discussing the poem, by lhrverl's ttfiner

wisdom".2 The problem of interpreting a poet's tone is at best a

risky business, and for obvious reasons. But Marvell, beyond all

poets, demands this interpretatÍon, and will not alLow one to ígnore

ít. trühen T.s. Eriot speaks of Marvellrs taste for finding "the proper

degree of seriousness for every subject whích he treat""r3 he is

suggesting, however crypticaLLy, that the tonal Ís a problem in }{arvelL

which cannot be avoided. rt cannot because it is not, in any of his

problem poems - in other words, in all of his gïeat poems - separable

from the total dramatic strucËuïe of the poem, any more than are Donners

logical contortions. Between Marvellts rrtough reasonablenessrt and

ttslight lyric Eracetl4 there is in fact a separatíon. rt is pecuríarly

1. Revaluation (London, L949) , p. 27 .

2. Ibid. , p. 28.

3. Selected .Essavs (New York, L932) , p. Z6L.

4. Ibid., p. 252.
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the nature of his wit to play with the distance between them, and this

is the peculiarly unigue area in which he may be termed metaphysical.

Oners reading oftA DÍalogue beËween rhe Resolved soul, and created

Pleasurettdepends, whether one realizes Lt or noL, on feeling the

tension between the unquestioning smoothness of the surface and the

tough, knotty issues that the surface ironicaLly glances at. So

does oners reading of, among others, tâ Diarogue beLween the soul

and the Body't, "The Picture of Little T.c. in a prospecL of Flowers",
ttThe Gardentt, and ttUpon Appleton Housett.

If the contest between soul and pleasure is gallant and chivalríc,

that between soul and body is moving and intÍmaËe. Because the

abstractions here opposed are complernents of a single unity there is

an urgency in their dialogue quite lacking in Ëhe previous one. soul

and p]-easure engage in a public spectacle; soul and body admonish

each other in private. The soults plaint ís its oLd and traditional

one - quis me liberabit de corpore mortis huiug? - yet cast in all the

wit with which the poet can illuminate its predicament. Not only

must it endure the absurd frail-ty of its frame but also its special,

and additional limitations :

Torturrd, besides each other part,
In a vain Head, and double HearË.

(e-1 o)

Not only must it suffer the bodyrs diseasesbut, what is truly lrorse,

their cure:

And ready oft the Port to gain,
Am shipwreckt inËo Health again.

(2e-30)
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ïhe body for its part can only suggest that the soulrs maladies aïe

harder to bear than íts own, and that they are themselves irresisËible

Ëemptations to ttsíntt:

trtlhat but a Soul could have the wit
To build me up for Sin so fit?
So Architects do square a hew,
Green Trees that in the Forest grew.

(4L-44)

The worst thing that the body can say about the soul is that it tampers

with the tnatural t, âs the final couplet reaches outside the poem for

its tell-ing analogy. It Ís hard to choose beLween their arguments

and of course there can be no choosing between them - not only because

of the unassailable justice of each position, but because Ëhey are

bound together inseparably. They speak, in their debate, of their

inevitable cross-purposes, and so of the pain each inescapably inflicts

upon the other. I{hat they do not speak of - for it is the larger irony

that their conversation plays against - is their common share of mants

humanity. Neither sees the whole picture and so they merely cavil,

like the characters in the exisLentialist drama that they trul-y are.

Marvellrs wít thus consists in brilliantly defining their respective

points of view, describing their dissenting claims, only to suggest

that the balance between Lheir positions is even more profound,

affecting, and unalterable than the combatants can themselves conceíve.

The phrase that M.C. Bradbrook and M.G. Lloyd Thomas employ to

describe this balance - a rrsteady recognition and accepËancert of the
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1opposition -¡ Ís as appropriate to Marvellrs general disposition to

weigh conflicting attítudes as it is to the effect of this dialogue.

And I think it can be shown in the course of this discussíon that it

Ís an attitude significantly different from the rrfundamental division

in the r¿riterrs mindrt that is, for hlillÍam Empson, the mosl profound

form of poetic ambiguity ,2 
^rrd, 

which has become the most fashionable

descriptÍon of the kind of poetry that deals with contrasts and

alternatives. But the tdialoguet form is a convenient introduction

to Marvellrs less impersonal and obvious concern to represent abstract

polarities. convenient, because it renders the problem g probrern

as subject, and with such claríty, and because the dialogue, a

dramatic form, forces us to see the kind of ironic complication

that the style is always underlining.

hlhat is most Ínteresting about the other poems in this form -
Itclorinda and Damontt, "A Dialogue between Thyrsis and Dorinda?', and

tAmetas and rhestylis making llay-Ropesrt - is lvlarvellts carrying over

to pastorals of extraordinary slightness the weighty abstractions

of the poems r have been consídering. They are aLL three brief

dialogues between pastoral couples expressing conflicting attitudes

toward love, and, in the firsE two, toward religion as wel1. Thus,

M.C. Bradbrook and M.G. Lloyd Thomas, Andref¡ ldarvell
1940), p. 69.

Seven Tvpes of Arnbiguitv (New york, 1955) , p. ZL7.I

(Cambridge,
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in their special way, they depict a resolved soul and a spokesman

for creaLed pleasure, or at least some recognízabLe variation of the

abstractions. (trThyrsis and Dorinda", the most interesting of the

three, ís a peculiar joke, almost a burlesque, upon the debate. For

the ttSoull'wíns aL the price of making lífe seem fruitless and the

characters concLude with a suicide pact - victory \,rith a vengeance.

Behind this strange action lurks the irnage of heaven, depicted by

Thyrsis in increasingly heightened physical imagery. So at the very

instant of rejectíon r¡ature has never seemed more beautiful)'. There

is no necessity for fitting these light poems too strictly within a

special pattern, but iË is nevertheLess worth noticing Marvell rs

apparent interest in (1) the dramatic opposition of artitudes in the

dialogue form, (2) the specific conflict between the spiritual and

the sensual, and (3) the invocation of the pastoral- world Ín which the

compLex is rsimpLifiedr.

Of the last two of these elements, and of the connection beËween

them, there is of course much to say. However greatl-y Ëhe lyrics in

Miscellaneous Poems seem to vary in subject and theme, they are linked,

with uncommon frequency, by an inËellectual concern for (2) and a

formaL concern for (3). The pastoral, furËhermore, has a function

in common with the dialogue form: they are both extremeLy useful for

exploring the ¡dialectic I that MarvelL so persistently engages in.

These relaËions r¿il1 be more meaningfully índicaËed when I examine
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the major poems. BuË there is an interesting point to consider with

respect to these pastoral dialogues, and that is their relation to

Marvellrs society poems. The world of innocent pastoral lovers, ín

which \4re see so cLearly a rloweringt of style, seems far from the

glitteríng surfaces, and sparkling r^rit, of tî{ourning", t'Daphnis and

Chloet', and t'The Gallerytt. Though they are bound together by their

Arcadian characters, they are worLds of sharply contrasLed moods,

attitudes, and leve1s of speech. But Ëhey are the same world. The

naive and the satiric, the sentimental and the aLoof, are obverse

perspectives of whaË remains fundamentally the same tableau. The

difference is between a scene measured by the scale of the tnaturaL r

and a scene measured by the artificial, between the presence, and

the absence, of nature.l The irony !ùith \^/hich the pastoïaI dismisses

all the complications of civilizatLon as if in single-minded corì.cen-

traLion otrkealitiesr is matched by a precisely opposite, and equal,

irony in which insinuation, whisper, and drawing-room gossip surround

the activities of shepherds and shepherdesses. lrDaphnis and Chloet'

and ttlourningttaïe brilLiant displays of the rul es of the garne which

govern the relations between the sexes, and mirror the deceiL of

Ëheir characters in Ëhe sly, insinuating wit of their verses:

1. The point is reasonably well made by the two ladies, op. cit.,
p. 30.
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How wide they dreaml The Indían slaves
ThaË sink for Pearl through Seas profound,
hlould find her Tears yet deeper trriaves
And not of one the bottom sound.

I yeL my silent Judgment keep,
Disputing not vrhat they believe
But sure as oft as trrlomen r¡7eep,
It is to be supposed they grieve. ('tlourning" 11. 29-36)

The image of ChLorars waËery tear is subtly elaborated throughout

the poem in a succession of images drawn from both nature and myth

untiL, in Lhe penultímate stanza, her gríef Ís associated wíth the

unfathomable depths of the sea-an irony rich in the suggestion that

one cannot really distinguish, in womanrs rartr, between the shalLow

and the deep. But the wit is at a third-remove from the Inatural!

for it mocks the very pastoral it has itself Ínvented. And so, in
trDaphnis and Chloett, the fiction of Arcadia is maintained yet grandly

disregarded to produce an effect that can only be described as compli-

ca Led :

But hence Virgins alL beware:
Last night he wirh Phlgeis slepr;
This nighË for Dorigdg kept;
And but rid to take the Air.

Yet he does himself excuse;
Nor indeed wíthout a Cause.
For, according to the Lawes,
hihy did Chlog once refuse ?

(1 o1-1 oB)

The characËers are beËrayed by their own art with exquisite irony.

The l-aws of their combat are not laws of nature at all, and as they

bl-ithely convert nature to art they frustraËe the desires naËure might

easily fulfil1.
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The mixing of pastoral- and ulËra-civll-Lzed elements is especially

obvious in ttThe Gallery", in which the speaker reproduces the separate

images of hís mistress that bedeck the arras-hangings of hís mind.

She is in turn, the evil enchantress of ïomance and the sublime deity

of myth in accordance wiËh her natural contrariety, but in the last

stanza a neür form is invoked:

But, of these pictures and the rest,
That at the Entrance likes me best:
trrlhere the same Posture, and the Look
Remains, with which I firsË was took
A tender Shepherdess, whose Hair
Hangs loosely playÍng in the Air,
Transplanting Flowrrs from the green Hil1,
To crown her Head, and Bosome fill .

(4e-s6)

Even in so brittLe a poem, one which virtually ceLebrates its artÍfÍce,

there is somethÍng revealing ín Lhe appeal to the innocent pastoraL

image vrith r,rhich the speaker ttfirst vras tooktr. That Marvell should

prefer ttA tender Shepherdesstt to a sensual \^7omarì.t\,7iËh black eyes,

red lips, and curled hairtt has overtones which I wiLl discuss later.

For the moment I merely wish to point out that here the sophisticated

descends to the level of the artless for its final gesËure: the

civilized and pastoral are delicately set next to each other.

The naturai-, then, lurks behind the elegant and complex surfaces

of Ëhese poems, tacitly reminding the civilized world of its absence

just as surely as the civilized, though it may never be mentioned,

is just beyond the forest of the pastoral dialogues. They are mirror
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irnages of each other, images which enable Marvell to make a dis-

tinction (an implicit one) berween the surfaces of the poems and the

similariËies of their irnplicaËions. He ís concerned with the variety

of ways in which he can ernploy the surface of the poem to make ironic

conËrasts, and is unwilLing to consider an attitude without reference

Ëo some antagonistíc aLtitude. It is for this reason that he is

peculiarLy. inclined to the use of forms Ëhat make such contrasts

available. The pasËorals to which I have alluded provÍde a kind of

logical- línk betr¿een the tdebatet poems and the group of tmoüreït poems

that are Marvellts most ambitious essays in the pasËoral form. It is

interesting to observe that naËure, in some form or other, has been

present in every poem so far cited. trrlhatever iLs signif icance for

Marvell, one can already suspect that the notion is both more íntel-

lectual and Less obvious than late nineteenth-and early twentieth-

century criËics conceived when they spoke of his keen eye for natural

detaíl and regarded him as a rnaturer or tgardenr poet. This type

of criËicism is easily available ín the work of BirreLl, Falls, and

Sackville-I,Iest . 1

More recent critics, hoürever (of whom I am perhaps one) , have

found }farvell ts pasËorals to be less transparent than they might

appear. Ihe figure of Ëhe mor^7er, in the four poems Ëhat refer to

him by title, is _pËe of interest. tr{hether or not he developed

Augustine Birrell, Andrew Marvell (London, 1905); Cyril Falls,
trAndrew Marvellr', Ín Andrew Ma-rvel1 ; Tercentenary Tributes,
ed. by I,,I.H. Bagguley (Oxford UniversiËy Press, L922);
VicEoria SackviLle-trrlest, Andrew Marvell (London, L92g) .

1.
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from the mowing scene in t'Upon Appleton Houset', xlix-lix, as has

been suggestedrl i" moot. Our hazy notion of the chronology of

these poems makes it possible that the reverse is true since they

may well have aLl been written at about the same time (1651). But

the comparison serves to ísoLate the peculiar role that Ëhis pastoral

figure aLways pLays - not that of the wholly tinnocentt shepherd but

of one who, with his scythe, bears at Least an associative resemblance

to Death.2 rt will not then be surprising to discover that the poems

explore, not the natural harmony between human and nature that the

form so often glibry assumes, but the disunity between Ëhem. There

is a1-ways in pastoral a latent irony, for while one eye is fixed on

the simple wonders of the sylvan scene before it, the other is casting

nervous glances about for the first signs of the coLlapse of the whoLe

enterprise. But there is, r think, a special irony ín a pastoral world

M.C. Bradbrook and M.G. Lloyd Thomas: oÞ. cit., p. 39.
The datíng of MarvelLrs poems ís a very difficult procedure,
since very few of them appeared before his death. Ihe two
ladies in their study, Andrew Marvel! (Cambridge, l94O) ser up
a very neat scheme for most of the poetry, assuming that therconventionalt cavaLier sort of lyrics are early, the Mower and
Fairfax series transitional, and so on. It is very tempting
because of the known facts of Marvell-ts life, particuLarLy the
dates of his sojourn as a tutor at Nunappleton, to assume Ëhis
order, but a bit dangerous when such great emphasis is placed onir.
See I^Iilliam Empson, Some V.eJrsions of .Pastoral (London, 1950),
p. L29; M.C. Bradbrook and M.G. Lloyd Thomas, &dgþæ!L,p. 42; J.H. Summers, 'lularvellrs rNature, ttt EE, )C( (It53),
pp. L25-L26.

1.

t
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which, removed from the exigencies of society, simply reproduces in

different terms Ëhe usual anxieties. Or to put ít differently:

pasËoral assumes for its special purposes thaË one can sLill enter

the Garden of Eden; these poems, however, insist this is a deception.

ttTfie Mower Against Gardenstt ís ful-J- of alLusions to what nature used

to be like, but that it is now different is asserted in the very

openíng Iínes as a faiË accompli. By means of a neat piece of wiL,

man, already self-corrupted, LempLs nature after him to falI:

Luxurious Man, to bring his Vice in use,
Díd after him Ëhe i{orld seduce

(L-2)

There follows a catalogue of sins in which, as MarvelL relentlessly

pursues Lhe opening figure, there is always an idenËíËy between the

human action and Ëhe natural effect. The natural- is described g

human, as Lhe lines paradoxically asserË their opposiËions and same-

NESS:

The Pink grew then as double as his Mind;
The nuËriment did change the kind.

hlith sLrange perfumes he did the Roses taint
And Flor¿rrs themselves r¡lere taught to paint.

The Tulip, white, did for complexion seek;
And Learntd to interLine its cheek.

(e'L4)

By line 31 what has been implicit is made overt:

rTis aLl enforctd; the Fountain and the Grot;
lihile the sr¿eet Fields do lye forgot.

(31- 32)

The poern thus seems to turn on the art-natuïe dichoËomy in which
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Marvell, throughout his work, evinces interest. The contrast is

between the pristine beauty of the natural and the relativery ugly

sophÍsticatÍon of the artful - a problem that the eighteenth century

paid unusual attention to, and of which ttspistle IV: Of the Use of

Richesttis a fine exampl-e. But in fact the issue invoLved is far

more crucial, and I agree with J.H. Summers that the itman-made garden

and Ëhe tnaturaL r meadows are significant not intrinsically but

instrumentallytt.l rt is not the appearance of seduced nature that

is especially disturbing, nor yet the staLe of disorder that man had

introduced:

No plant now knew the Stock from which it came...
'123)

It is noL even manrs ttluxuriousnessttand its ill effecLs that is

Lhe ultimate concern of the poet, buË rather Ëhe abyss between the

spirit of man and the maËter of nature. Manrs anLhropocenËric

attempt to remake nature in his own image is an ironically literal

statement of a symbolic problem. Even the quasi-religious explan-

ation inËroduced - that aLL these phenomena might be toLerabl-e if

man had not dealt with ttforbidden mixturestt - wíth its image of Eden,

is to some exLent misleading. For that is noL really the issue.

The poem begins, rather than ends, wiËh the fact of manrs ttvicett

as if one could accept it for the sake of the aïgument and move on

1. th4arvellrs Naturert'p. L25.
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to oËher things. trrlhat Ëhe poem moves on to is the separatíon

between two real-ms of experience, the tinnert and the routerr. The

distinction is made increasingly clear as the poem progresses. Mrat

should be understood here is that Marverl ís toying wÍth the normal

assumptíons of the convenËion to produce his own raËher special

effects. Just as the mo\4rer, unlÍ-ke the shepherd, is fundamentaLl-y

arien Ëo the pastoral society, and so a peculiarly ironic figure,

Ëhe poem does not begin r^riËh a vísion of harmony to be set againsË

the disorders of civllLzation but with its own private vision of

disharmony. The purpose of this shift is thaË it al-lows Marve1l to

Ëalk, with unusual force and point, about the metaphysicaL difference

between the mind and the world. one thing is clear: Ëhe magical_

properties that nature bestows upon its sirnple peasants, and its

capacity for refreshing its jaded visitors, a:re totarly lacking ín

the mowerts experience. And the final effect of the human-nature

identity is to reveal ironically its írrelevance. The Mowerrs final

uËËerance,

The Gods themseLves with us do dv¡el1

enforces Ëhe separation. The moÌ{er (his occupation identified only

on the tiËle of the poem) stands on the side of natural generation

against the sexless artifice of gardens. But implicaËed or not in

manrs ttluxuriousnesstt, the detached mower cannot aLter the art imposed

upon natureby mants vice. There is merely a faint ironic edge here

noË present in the other moI{7er poems; in or out of na.Ëuïe, Ëhe moTrer
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speaks of alienatÍon.

rDamon the Mowertt begins with a syrnpathetic bond between

human and natural, although it is one based on mutuar suffering.

The grass is withered, the meadovrs sere, the mor.ì7er and his field

scorched and burned alike. The mol,lerts observaLion,

Nor am I so deformtd Lo sight,
If in my Sithe I l-ooked righr,

(5 7-s8)

is an indicaËion of the manner in whÍch Ëhe usual pastoral relations

have been altered. The reflection seen in this curved symbol of

destruction is rather unlike - r do not think accidentally - that

which is caughË in the T¡raters of a lake. Joining his labq¡r to his

pain, whetting his scythe and T¡roes, cutting himsei-f and the grass)

he becomes himself part of that which he desËroys:

The edged Stele by careless chance
Did inËo his own Ankle glance;
And there among the Grass fel-l down,
By his own Sythe, the Mower mo\4rn.

(77-80)

The metaphor, in which mental is rendered as physical, does noË

quite break down, but the spl it beËween the Lwo is apparent. tb{indtt

and thomett- they are not quite trthoughtttand ttshadetrin thaË more

famous'and meaningful ínstance but Ëhey point toward Ëhat direction.

I'he stanza, to be sure, is slight alongside the intellectual rigours

of 'rÏhe Gardenr', but that does not make Marvel1ts purpose less

interesting. However uncomplicated the expression of this spLit

between r¿hat, is going on inside Ëhe mind and outside, and Ëhe ironic
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counterpoint between them, it Ís impossibLe to ignore the facË itself.

But the last poem of the set, t'The Mowerrs Song", is more directly

devoËed to working out Ëhe equation. There is nothing irreLevant

to iË in the very firs t stanzaz

My Mind \47as once the true survey
Of all these Medows fresh and gay;
And in the greeness of the Grass
Did see its Hopes as in a Glass;
ï,ühen Juliana came, and She
tr^lhat I do to the Grass, does Eo my Thoughts and Me.

(1- 6)

So perfect is Ëheir identity, Lhey are mirror reflections of each

oËher, and ttgreennesstt is the singLe word that connecËs them. Nor

does the refrain (the oni-y one that Marvell ever used)' lessen their

intimacy. But from Ëhis point mind and meadow move in separaËe

directions. llhile the mower pines with sorro\.^r the fiel-ds t'gre\,r

more luxuriant stilL and finert. He chides the meadows for falLing

out of syrnpathy, appeaLs to their itcompassionrt, labels them ttun-

thankfultt and avenges himself by mowing:

And Flowrrs, and Grass, and I and aLL,
Wil-l in one conmon Ruine falI.

(2L-22)

But the sËrain exerted on the language to unify these profoundly

dí.sparate experiences is more than it can actually bear and l{haLever

our wiLlingness to accept the human-natural identity r^7e are forced

by the poem iËself to question it. It is the very assumption Ëhat
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is ironically compromised; even given the magic of the pastoral world,

the mower is the last person Lo expect the meadows to be thankful,

and Lheir ruin - ás he peevishLy assaults the flowers - is noË at

al-l common. lJhat separates the Itgreennesstt of mower and meadow is

his prívate experience Lo which, with the surprise that the convention

encourages, he finds that nature is Largely indifferent.

The moral implications of these poems are doubtless signifÍcant

and I do noË mean to dismiss them. The case can be convíncíng1y made,

as it is by J.H. Summers in his inteLligent discussion of the poems:

Since his al-íenation with the departure from
Eden, man can only f-ive in r¡ature either as its
observer or its destroyer...Faced with unrequited
l-ove, man the mo\4rer only sharpens his scythe
for the destruction of the grass and sharpens
the t\¿oes'1 which destroy himself ...But man
destroys the naËural and dies not onLy because he
is inferior buË also because, suspended beË,ween
the natural and divine, he is superior to the
greeïÌ worl-d .1

But manrs alienation from nåtuïe can be considered metaphysically

as r¿elI as ethical-ly. In other words, by shifting the perspective

sJ-ightly, as the alienation of soul from pleasure and of soul from

body, of that whÍch is inner and private from that which is external.

In short, iË is the problem of the natural opposition betvreen the

polarities of human experience. To look at the poems thus is in no

1. Ibid., p. L28.
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rday incompatible wiËh looking at thenr ethical_ly, but merely to

place the emphasis on one set of terms rather than on anoLher.

And I vüant to make it clear thaË my emphasis is also Marvellts.

IË ís the emphasis of the debate poems, of his little girl poems,

and of the two great poems that deal with nature, t'The Garden" and

tUpon Appleton Houset'. An obvious advantage of the tmetaphysical-I

reading is that it pl-aces the pastorals more neatl-y in line wiËh

other of Marvellts sËructures. By introducing his discordant mo\^rer

into the pastoral scene the poet is effecting a kind of natural

dialectic beLween them; pastoral characËers can easily enough

experience no conflicË with their envíronment and indeed it is more

likely that rhey wiLL not. That lvlarvell"rs do so persisËenly leads

one to wonder whether it is not the principle of opposition under-

lying the pastoral form that interests the poet in the form. And

this ín turn Leads to another questLon, uí2., why does Marvell utilize

pastoraL conventions in such a r^7ay as to destroy their traditional

implications? r should lÍke to return briefly to ttDamon the Movrerrr,

as I Ëhink a couple of stanzas from ËhÍs poem go a 1-ong way Ëowards

shedding some light on these questions.

rn stanza rv of tbamon the MowerttDamon asks the question which

always occurs in one form or another in lutrarvellrs poetry: How can r

assuage my desire? trrrhere can I find some reLief ?
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Tell me where I may pass the Fires
Of the hot day, or hot desires.
To what cool Cave shall I descend,
or to what gelid Fountain bend ?

(25-28)

But in SËanza V he appears, withouË any transition whatever, to embark

upon what seems to be a totally unrelated and irreLevant line of

thought --

How long wilt Thou, fair Shepheardess,
Esteem me, and my Presents less?
To Thee Lhe harmLess Snake I bring,
Disarmed of its teeth and sting --

(33-36)

and Ëo have completeLy forgoËten the quesËion which he asked in the

preceding sLanza. Also, not only does Stanza V appear Ëo have no

relatíon whatever to S¿¿n¿¿ IV but the mowerrs actions appear to be

inexpLicabLe. trrlhy, after Ëhe passion and despair ('Alasl I look

for Ease in vaintt) of Ëhe precedíng starTza, does he come to JuLiana

with ttPresentstr, and why, in particular, does he bring Juliana a

ttSnå.ketr (albeit a harmless one) ?

In actuality, far from avoiding or ígnoring the question which

he asked in Stanza IV, lularvell expliciËïyanswers ít. The thro stanzas

are not disconnected but are completeLy interrelated. That this is

so can be understood if one realizes tha t the tharmless Snakett of

Stanza V is a phaLlic syrnbol in that ít is a direct reference to

the male sexual organ. The mower is offering the object of his love

his sexuality but he is offering it not in a staËe of erection buL

ratherttdisarmed of its teeth and sËingtt, disarmed, in other words,
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of its sexual potency. Therefore it is a snake (phallus) which is

harmless because it is incapable of operating in a sexual context.

I4arvell has used this phallic symbol in a completely Ínverted way.l

The snake, which Ëempted Eve in the Garden of Eden, and which, as

Ëhe mal-e phallus, continues Lo tempt Eves and Adams Ëo sexuality and

corruption, is given to Juliana not as a sexual offering but as Ëhe

symbol of a love which is bereft of sexualiËy, a love which has been

Itdisarmedlt of its sexual tüeaponry and rendered sexually ímpotent.

The gift then which Damon brings to Juliana is a phallic syrnbol which

has been, as it r^/ere, taken out of iËs customary frame of reference

and which can therefore symbolLze a love which is ínnocent precisely

because iË is impotent - a love which has been cleansed of sex. This

then ís the extraordinary way in which Marvell in Stanza V answers

the question he poses in Stanza IV.

The sarne ansr¡rer to the same question occurs in those poems

Ín which l4arvell speaks to or about little girls. It is safe for

1itt1e girls to love (and to be loved) because theirs is a love which

circumvents the repercussions of the FaLl - their ttfair blossoms are

too green/Yet for E*, but not for Lovert (rYoung Love," LL-L}¡.2

1. JusL as. Donne aËËacks the New H:ilosophy with its own symbols
(i.u. compasses) so Marvell similarly employs a phallic symbol-
to denote a cornpletely rsexLesst Love, the type of love which
could exist onLy in the preLapsarian world. The Fall to Marvell
is what the New Philosophy is Éo Donne.

My italics.)
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In the little girl the lusl which is ordinarily irnplicit in post-

lapsarian love is purÍfied and sublimated. And yet it is imporËant

Ëo understand that for Marvell the symbol of the little girl operates

on t'vJo levels - though she symbolizes the world before Ëhe Fall she

at the same time symbdízes the worl-d after the Fall through her

corruptive potentiality. This is the theme of one of Marvellrs

greatest poems, the beautiful and terrifying trPicture of Little T.C.

in a Prospect of Flowerst'.1

There is noËhing quite like this poem in the English language,

but to grasp its uniqueness one must first undersËand l4arvellts little

girl synrbolism. IË would be wrong (in fact, unmitigated stupidity)

to assume, as E.M.I^I . Tillyard assumes (or perhaps I should say tpt"-

sumesr since what is involved here is cheap, vulgar presumptÍon), that

the little girl is merely a tfzoung arístocrat or prudert:

At the opening T.C. is presenËed Lo us practÍsíng
her arts, which later wíL1 become so formidable,
upon the fLowers. llith her fair aspect she
tames the r^rilder ones, but, young aristocrat or

1. H.M. Margoliuthts researches into the identity of T.C. have
shown that she was in all probability Theophila Cornewall,
baptized on Sept.26, L644, one year after the death of another
ínfant born Lo the Cornewalls. tAndrew Marvell: Some Bio-
graphical ?oints,rrModern Language Review, XVII (LOZZ), p. 359.
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prude as she ís, plays wiËh the roses alone.
But as she tames the flowers, so Later will
her chaste scorn tame the wanton Cupid.l

Tillyard, however, is not contenL mereLy to misunderstand and disËort

Marvellrs little girl- symbolism. He is so remarkably insensitive to

the poemts tonal qualities that he fails to see not only whaË the

little girlrs innocence rneans Ëo Marvell, but completely neglects

the factor of innocence altogether. He is able to make a mockery and

a carÍcature of Ëhe poem and go against Ëhe whole tenor of Marvellrs

sensibility because he is insensitive to the very carefully worked

ouL contrast between what the child ideal-Ly i_s and what she soon and

inevitably wil-I be. IË is this delicately balanced tension which

gives the poem its power and subtleËy. !'IhaË is involved here is not

1" Po.etrv Direct and Oblique (London, L934), p. 204. Tillyard returns
to ltThe Picture of Little T.C. in a Prospect of Flowerstta few
pages later in a discussion of 'T,ycidadt tl,ycidad'he views as
expressing tfoe Christian commonpl-ace t\,Ihosoever will lose his
life shaLL find itrr. He goes on to say that "It is through the
emergence of this commonpl-ace that'f.ycidad'is alËogether a greaLer
poem than Little T.C. l{arve1 accepted sincerely Ëhe Ëhought of
his age. Milton Ëook nothing for granLed; he reached his common-
pl-ace through sheer personal experience; he lived it and all Ëhe
unease that led to it, from the beginning; and he gave it new
life by a perfecË resËatemenL.tr lbjd. , p. 2L3.
This is such incredible nonsense as to not, rnrarrant any discussíon
\¡IhaËever. But Tillyard inadvertently says something when he
argues thaËttsycidad'b rsuperiority t totThe PicËure of Little T.C.
in a Prospect of Flowerdrrests on its superior commonplaces. If
TiLlyard had even the mosÈ rudimentary understanding of Marvell rs

poetry he would reaLLze that any rcommonplacer is more than 1-íkely
to be somewhat tremulous in Marvellrs hands and Ëhat if one finds
it necessary to make invidious comparisons one shouLd be very care-
ful to avoid making the poinË which undermines onets entire argument.
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a t'vívid juxtaposition of budding life and blighting death'r which

"expresses forcefully such a coruronplace as rdeath haunËs the sunniest

dayr or the more reflective one rI,Ie can only i-ive well in the thought

of lifets brevityt.t'l Rather Marvell is concerned wÍth an ideal which

exists very briefly in actual life, and of iLs association, when it

is viewed from the perspective of Ëime, with the FalI and its con-

comitant attributes - corruption, mutabil-ity, and death. He attempËs

to preserve, in effecL, Ëhe prel-apsarian world by rescuing the idea

of innocence from the postlapsarian world:

See with what simplicity
Thís Nímph begíns her golden daies I
In the green grass she loves to lie,
And there vrith her faír aspect tames
The l{ilder Flowe rrs, and gives them names:
But only wíth the Roses pLayes
And them does tell-
trühaË Colour best becomes them, and what Sme1l.

(1- 8)

trühat we have here is a vision of the worLd in its primal irmocence.

The little girL who tames the wilder flowers and gives them names

is doing whaË Marvell conceives Eve to have done in Ëhe Garden of

Eden. It is significant also that the little girl should play only

\^rith the roses, for before the Fall roses did noË have thorns and

therefore they coul-d be played with.

But for Marvell that which is innocent has always within it a

1. Ibíd., p. 205.
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potentiality for corruption, a potentiality which must in this fallen

worLd uLtimately be actualized. The second stanza opens with the

rhetorical question, '\dho can foretell- for what high cause/Thís Darling

of the Gods was born!rt rhe word rdarlingt appears in the Bible in

only two places: In PsaLm 22 @)1 and psalm 35 @

Prea for. Deliverance from Evil).2 Both psarms dear with death in

more than jusL a corporeal sense; whaL is being threatened is the soul

iËsel-f, that part of mants being which is mosË hoLy and innocent.

trrlhen, therefore, Marvel-l refers to Ëhe little girl as ttthis darling

of the Godstt, he is not only alluding to her premature death or her

vulnerability to death,3 b,-rt more ímportant , f.ar more ÍmportanË, it is

her innocence Ëhat must die, it is her innocence that cannot be kept

intact. For l{arvell, growing up, attaining adulLhood, is a corruptive

process. It is only in childhood thaL innocence is possibLe, that

love wíthout lust is possible. The little girl, who no\^/ typifies

innocence, who is now almost a dÍvine being (rT.et me be laidfilhere r

rnay see thy Glories from some shadett) , wilI, as she gradually moves

toward womanhood and adult passion, come Lo symbolize erotic love.

Moreover, in the process of making Ëhe transition from innocent to

,

Deliver my soul from Lhe
dog. (22:30)

Lord, how long will thou
destructions, my darling
tThuy whom Ëhe Gods love

sword; my darling from Ëhe power of the

look on? rescue my soul from their
from the lions. (35:L7)

always die young. t

1.

J.
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corrupt (sexr:al) love she will become, in effect, a merciless tyrant,

one who will itdrivett

In triumph over Heartrs that strive,
And them thaË yield but more despise.

(2L-22)

The first tr,ro stanzas of rThe Picture of Líttle T.C. in a Prospect

of FLowerd'are thus a preparation for Lhe two mosË important lines in

the poem, the Lr¿o lines which begin Stanza III:

O, then let me in time compound,
And parley wiLh those conquering Eyes.

(L7-18)

The Fall of man was marked by his sujugation to Sin and Death, which

is Lo say to time and iËs fundamental enmity to human value. A.O.

Lovejoy points out that it is the fact of time which ultimateLy

invalidates the religious concepts of immortality and ímmutabiliËy:

A world of time and change...is a world which
can neither be deduced from nor reconciled with
the postulate that existence is the expression
and consequence of a system of IteËernaltt and
ttnecessary" truËhs in the very logic of being.
Since such a system could manifest itseLf onLy
in a static and consËanL world, and since
empirical reality is not static and constant,
the ttimagett (*s Plato called it) does not
correspond with the supposed rtmodeLrt and
cannot be explained by it. Any change where-
by nature at one Ëime conËains other things
or more things than it contains aË another time
is fatal to the principle of sufficient reason.l

Milton reconciles a Ëemporal world to cosmic immutabí1ity by appealing

1. The Great Çhe¿n_9.É__89¿gg (Cambridge, 1936), p. 329.
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of Christ, man can Look forward to an eventual transLatíon ouË of

time into a realm of being which Ís perfectLy changeLess. BuL,

for Marvell, this appeal to the emoËional power of the idea of

immutabiliËy upon mants sense of his own involvement in time can

never fully subdue the sobering fact of human mortality. His atti-

tude is essentiall-y that of Spenser in the MuËabiLity Cantos:

trrle are aL1 subject to Ëhat curse,
And death instead of l-ife, have sucked from our nuïse.

It is therefore necessary for tr4arvell to parley not out of Ëime buË

;þ time, in the context of mutability, because of his tacit recog-

nition that the 1ittle girl-rs innocence wiLL be uIËimately vitiated

!y time.

There is thus a tragic paradox in the poemts fourth sLanza, for

Ëhe ItNimphtt is being asked Ëo do, in effect, Ëhe impossible, and,

moreover, that which MarveLl knows is impossible. tÞIeantimett- in

other words, whíle there is still LÍrne, while you are stiLL unchanged

and unaffected by time -

Meantime, whil-st eveïy verdant thing
Itself does at thy Beauty charm.
Reform the errours of the Spring;
I{ake that the Tulips may have share
Of sweetness, seeing they are fair;
And Roses of their thorns disarm:
But most procure
That VioleËs may a longer age endure.

(25-32)

34
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lJhat ís Marveli. saying here? tr{hat is he asking the lirrIe girl_ ro

do? It is obvious thaË he is pLeading with her to bring hirn back

to Ëhe Garden of Eden, to that s.tate of innocence which exisËed

before the FalI. Reform the errors of the spring - reform Ëhe

errors of Adam and Eve. Make that Ëhe tulíps may have share of

süTeetness seeing they are fair - bring us back Ëo that state of

grace where every flower had its own distinctive fragrance. Roses

of their thorns disarm - because before the Fall roses didntt have

thorns. Most procure that violets may a longer age endure -

violets, the fLowers of faiÈhfuLness and fideLity (r'I would give

thee some sweet viol-ets but they withered aLl when my father diedt').1

The despair and pathos implicit in MarveLlrs plea is absoLutely

excruciating. Bring us back to thaË state of perfection which we

can never again experience. Bring us back to the garden, the garden

which has lost its meËaphoric potency, the garden in which man can

never again transcend his earthly condition.

In the greaË stanza which conci-udes the poem, l4arvelLrs nostalgia

for a lost Garden of Eden and his linking of Lime and sexualiËy is

made explicit, and here one can see how a sevenLeenth century poet

torLures moraL questions into forms of atËenuated subtlety.

But O young beauËy of the trüoods,
Iùhom lrTaËure courts with fruits and flowtrs
Gather the Flowrrs, but spare the Buds.

(33-3s)

1. HamleË (IV, v, 185).
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Spare the buds - in other words, spare yourself, because you too

are a bud. rt is the buds r'¡hich allow nature to continue; above

aLL, to continue in a state of ínnocence. If the little girl

destroys the buds, if she brings the wanton love, the eroËic love,

the posËlapsarian love - the love, in other words, which is anathema

to Marvell - if she brings this \drong love inËo the garden and

destroys nature for the sake of this Love, then she, as an íntegral

part of r¡aËure, will be the instrument of her own destruction. And

her death will not be a singLe doom.l she wil-L destroy ("Nip in the

BLossomett) more, much more, Lhan herserf - she wíIl destroy ttaLL our

hopestt, the hopes which were destroyed once before, the hopes which

are destined to remain forever hopeless. LittLe girls like T.C.

symboLize for MarveLL these hopes, the hopes of fallen man, because

they are yet innocent, but theirs is a guaLified innocence, an Í.nno-

cence that cannot withstand time. rhe innocenË love of Ëhe young

girl in her prospect of flowers will come to operate within the

context of the Fa1-L, therefore it wil-l be destroyed by tirne and give

!üay to a rising concupiscence, to a love that will ttdrive/rn triumph

over Hearts that striver.t.

rrThe PicËure of Littl.e. T.C.

not, as Tillyard argues, merely

a ProspecË of Flovzerslt then, is

exemplum of the difference between

in

an

1. ef. Antony and Cleopatra (V, L7-e) .
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poetic ar^rareness and childish unself-consciousness, charmingly

irnagíned and executed. In Marvell's poems nature has many cunning
1passages.- lhe imaginatÍve identification of the prelapsarian and

postlapsarian worlds, far from simplifying the poem, adds to its

complexity. Ostensibly there is a surface smoothness and lack of

Ëension, buË behind the little girl and her garden, behind all of

Marvellrs gírLs and all of his gardens, is the vÍsion - and shadow

of Eden.

It would appeaï, therefore, that for Marvell twitt and tnaturer

are really opposites, and that in his poetry he is uncommonly de-

voted to exploring both the opposition and the range of possibilities

that lie between them. As subject this oppositÍon ís brillÍantly

stated Ín Marvellrs most Donnean - and metaphysical - LyrLc, rrThe

Definition of Love,rr and Ruth I,rIallerstein appropriately cites this

poem in arguing that rlviarvell was the one who grasped most fully

Donnefs use of symbolic image to anaLyze individual staËes of thought

and feeling in dramatic Lytics."2

trrrhether or not there is a special force in the supposed paradox

1.

)

Cf . T.S. Eliot, rrGerontÍon,11 1. 34.

Studies in Seventeenth-Centurv PoeËíc
Press, 1950) , p. L67.

(University of hlisconsin
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of titl-e (the intangible, unrul-y love to receive a definitíon), as has

been asserted and denied,t ," problematic. The most metaphysicaL

quality of the poem is its dramatic rendering of abstractions, and

the wítty consciousness of Lhe strain imposed upon Language that is

made to refer simultaneously to spirit and matter. Hence, the mosL

famous conceiL in Marvell, a metaphysical Ëouchstone:

As Lines so Loves obligue may well
Ihemselves in every Angle greet:
But ours so truly &a1"1 ,
Though infinite can never meeL.

The remorseless certainty of the geometrÍca1 axiom makes unendurable

the human situation wittily defined by it (the lovers might obLÍqueLy

come together in furtive tranglestt or corners, but they will not).
rrlnfinitetr - drawíng tr,7o separate worlds together - flêâsur€s mortality

and af.f.Lrms it Ëo be greater in scope than that which is logically

wiËhout lirnit. At the very poinr where the analogy seems to collapse

it springs unbearably to life. The wit is thus more integral and

urgent than all the critical Ëalk about learned and ingenious metaphor

L. Cf. M.C. Bradbrook and M.G. Lloyd Thomas, -%_cft., p. 45 and
Ëhe objection by Dennis Davison, tþtrarvellrs tThe Definition
of Love"t E, n.s., VI (1955), p. L4L, that ttdefinition'l as a
Ëechnical term \474s both more current and less recent than the
two ladies supposed. Davison also cites Rosamund Tuve,
Elizabethan and Me.taphvsical ImaEerv (University of Chicago
Press, L947), p. 302 to support his view. The difference seems
to me Largely irrelevant Ëo a consideration of MarveLlrs origin-
aLLty.
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lrould suggest. The poem is full- of the learned and ingenious:

metaphors from astronomy and geometry, both plane and solíd, abound.

It seems, as it has always been felt to be, a Ëextbook example of

the metaphysical style. BuL Marvellrs problem is to link his rare

and strange p1aËonic love wiËh the conditions that frustrate Ít

and his definitÍon consÍsts ín forcing together the physical and

intangible. The poem, one feels, is itself a wryly ironÍc com-

mentary on the notion of metaphysical poet as self-displayer. The

resemblances Ëo Donne are finally superficial: there is nothing

here, as there is so often in Donne, in excess of the absolutely

necessary.

The definitÍon by absËractÍon Ín which the first tr,7o quatrains

engage is merely an introduction Ëo the concrete imagistíc represen-

tation that fol1ows. To move from the extraordinarily elusive

conception of love begotten by ttdespair upon impossibilityrr to the

graphic and diagrarnrnatic is the very irony that the poet dramatizes.

Soul is fixed in space (1. 10) and in this suddenly external phenomenon

is separated from its human forrn by Faters iron wedges, which are

rather like meridians. tr{ith all of poetryrs legerdemain the abstract

is made visible:

And therefore her Decrees of Steel
Us at the distant Poles have placrd,
(Though Loves whole world on us doth wheel)
Not by themselves to be embracrd.

(LL. L7-20)
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There is noËhing between them but love and their external separateness.

And though the physical descríption is only an analogue to an internal

state, it makes the paradox intelligible, in the language of geometry

'provest it by identity. The irony is nothÍng less than cosmic and

the lines that follol^I accept as axÍomatic the extraordinary notion:

Un1ess the giddy Heaven faL1,
And Earth some ne\¡r Convulsion tear;
And, us to joyn, the trrlorld should all
Be cramptd into a Planåsphere..

Thís is the extent of the?timpossibiLityr'. Separated as they are by

Ëhe t'[üorld" itself, they can be joined, on a pLane surface, only by

the colLapse of the world. Though unimaginable, the event míght be

desired, and it is only t'despairfr that could envisage so horrendous

a solution. The image, once introduced, becomes more rightly meaning-

ful: in purely physical terms the infinite parallel lines are furËher

separated by the wheeling world turning betT¡/een them. They run, at

the Ëerrible fixed distance, in circles and ellipses. And there is

an even more ironic awareness in the fact that they are part of the

natural rhythm of universal motion, a type of perfection which theír

opposition vitiates.

Therefore the Love which us doth bind
But Fate so enviously debarrs,
Is the Conjunction of the Mind,
And Opposition of the Stars.

(2e-32)

In one respect they are joined; in another, as separate as the stars

(ín the doubLe-meaning of the last line). That which is spirirually
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conjoined, vrithin the rnind, is materially opposed, outside the mind,

at the distance of infinity. But though the poem separates, by the

greatest space imaginable, the polarities ít considers - spiritual

and physical, love and fate-they are of course abstractÍons that only

the language of the poem objectifies. As in Shakespearers ttSonnet

116rÌ (tT.et me not to the marriage of true mindsrt), the very act of

giving the abstract imaginative flesh is the profound irony Ëhat

the poetic argument sustains. The stalemate between feeling and

action, inner and outer - the verbal contrasts are limítless - is

symbolÍcally rendered in the action of the poem, and the amorphous

concepts which the Íntellect labels but does not explain are seen

only pictorially as a set of points conveniently arranged in space.

The balance between the forces operating, conjunction and opposition,

is depÍcted as a literal, cosmological balance, subject to the

unalterable laws of the physical universe. It is one way, perhaps

the only way, to talk about these hopelessly elusive materials of

the consciousness.

The poem is thus relevant to my discussion for several reasons.

Not only is it concerned with the relation between internal and

externaL experience that I am tentatively defining as Marvellts

peculiar interest, but it sets their conflicting forces both sym-

bo1ica1ly and 1Íterally in perfect equilibrium. Furthermore, it
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is metaphysical

the language of

conflíct.

precisely to

the other and

the

so

exËent that ít discusses the one in

doing dramatízes most forcibl-y their
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CHAPTER II

THE MEDITATIVE DRA}íA

Except for Marvellrs occasional poems, f.or which one can

ordÍnarily assign rather precise dates, the problem of chronology

of composition has been most easily deart with by the assumptÍon

that the bulk of the 1yrícs r¡/ere written during the poetts stay at

Nunappleton, from 1651 to L653, as language tutor to General Fairfaxrs

daughter, Mary. The supposition is attractive, for this period

certainly provided him with relatively concentrated leisure following

foreign travels and preceding his official work for Cromwellts govern-

ment. And of course the connection between the comfortable, pastoral

milieu of Fairfaxrs Yorkshire estate and the themes of so many of

the poems has a demonstrable logic of its own. A more subtle relation,

Marvellts ímaginative identification with Fairfax and his current

problems, is itself a concern of t\,üo poems, ItUpon the Hill and Grove

at Bill-boro\^/tt and ttUpon Appleton Housetr. It is not surprising that

cornmentators are eager to press the connection between the rnedi-

tative rrGardentt and rtlJpon Appleton Housert and the congenial atmos-

phere of country life into a design of Marvellts rstate of mindr.

Once again the shadowy, elusive quality of the biography provides

encouragemenË. Because the poems raise the question of the relative

claims of the tactivet and the rcontemplativer, and because }darvell
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after a period of presumed introspection moved into public affairs

marked always by personal anonymity, the facts seem viorth linking

together. It is somehow fittíng that a man who stood before the

public with, from what I can gather, an eagerness for self-concealment

should have interested himself in the conflicting commitments of

public and private. The irnage, tenuous though Ít may be, is con-

veniently reÍnforced by rhints t from the poems. The collision of

active Cromwell and passive Charles is so beautifully underscored

in the rHoratian Odetr with such delicate ambiguity for each role

that we are at least partially forced to feel the impersonal and

abstract nature of the struggle. Yet in each participant the elemenËs

themselves are mixed. lühile Charles, whose kingship is symbolic of

active authority, passively submits to history, Cromwell urges his

rractive starrr, and sacrifices his personal desires for rustic content-

menÈ:

Much to the man is due.
Ialho, from his private Gardens, where
He livtd reserved and austere,
As if his highest plot
To plant the Bergamot

(28-32)

He ís to be admired because he responds so gloriously to destiny,

but his action is likened earlier to that of an unkno\un, ordinary

rrforward youth Ëhat would appearft who makes the same ïesponse:
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Nor in the Shadows sing
His Numbers languishing.
rTis time to leave the Books in dusË,
And oyl thrunused Armours rust

(3-s)

In rrThe First Anniversary of the Government under O.C.tt, the poet

again observes the once-private activities of the ProËector:

For, neither didst thou from the first apply
Thy sober Spirit unto things too High,
But in thine own Fields exercisedst long,
An healthful Mind within a Body sËrong

(22e-232)

To be sure, from the lofty vantage point of history the pastoral

sirnplicity of Cromwellts life can be seen as only a prelude to his

God-given command. And Ín addition the panegyrist cannot resist

emphasizing his subjectrs síncere devotion Lo the arts of peace.

BuË it is nevertheless vrorEh noticing thaË the realms of publÍc and

prÍvate are here brought together in poems written beyond the leafy

confines of the Fairfax manor, and it is apparent that to the admitted

appropriateness of the theme Marvell- brought a special interest.

Indeed, it may well be that he could more easily see the logÍc of

Cromwellrs commÍtment to this active destiny because he had himself

wrestled \^7ith his own version of the problem.

Perhaps onets readÍness to speculate abouË the personal signi-

ficance of the issues examined in Marvellts gardens is attríbutable

to the poems being so central to the whole body of his work. Rather

than contradict the attítudes of Lhe poems I have been examÍning,
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they reaffirm them, but ín so curiously meditative - and so 'personalt

a way, that they encourage the reader to express interest in the psy-

chological detaiLs of their compositÍon. I will not then avoid but

rather will welcome the opportuníty of inquÍring why a formal poem

of compliment to a noble patron - the occasion of rfUpon AppLeton

Houserr - seems to be the occasion as well for the enactment of a

personal drama oddly Ëied to the compliment. The structure of the

poern will make the question necessary. But in so far as rrThe Gardentr

and |tAppleton Houserr are meditatíve, they concern me in another way.

The debate poems, the díalogues, the mower songs, are written

from the outside. And ít is very much in the act of the poetrs

playÍng with his distance from the poem that their effect Ís pro-

duced. In pastoral the poet seems to share the beliefs of his

paËently arLificial- world, and the form is not only a kind of verbal

shorthand \^/ith TrJhich he can talk abouL several things at once, several

things as if they were one thing, but also a means of commenting on

the actionrof making Ëhe complex seem simpLe. Everything that normally

separates man from nature is stïipped away so that their easy intimacy

may be observed. But part of the effect of thís structure lies in

our constant ar^rareness of the sophistication of the artificer costuming

the characters, painting the scenery, seLtíng a frame around the whole

action. The poet is invisibly conspicuous and it is an essential irony

of the form that his sirnultaneous presence and absence from the scene
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makes us simultaneously believe and not believe in it. Though

pastoral is a favoriËe device of writers who do not practice the

rnetaphysícal style, it is nonetheless peculiarly metaphysical in

its recognition that its world is like the other in certain ïespects,

unlÍke it in others, and its ironic suggestion that one take eíther

the whole sirnilitude or none of it. Another way of defining this

irony ís to state that the world of the pastoraL implicity forces

all sorts of discords into focus at the same time that its surface

smoothly ignores them. The result is a kind of balance: artifice

of style and naturalness of matter ironically tSudget each otheï,

held Ín a tension that makes the whoLe structure ironic. something

of the same pattern applies to the socíety verse and the debate

between soul and pleasure, where the surface refines - out of their

very existence - the crucial issues beÍng discussed. BuL,,sínce the

problem is one of effect, and a subtle and slippery one aË that, it

is difficult Lo define precisel-y. One can only register the con-

viction that there is something profoundly ironic in the conception

of body and soul conversing like two witty gallants, that it is the

total structure that is ironic, and that sLrucËure in this Marvellian

sense is the interplay between tttough reasonablenessrtand ltslight

lyric gracett. This r^ritty heightening and refÍning of the surface

for dramatic effect cal1s attention inescapably to the figure of the

poet and his incredibre urbanity, buË he ís seen as detached, aLmost
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1backgrounds;* Ruth I{allerstein has Índicated its debts to the themes

and. traditions of Christian Platonism;2 Lurt"n"e Hyman has bril1íantly

explored }4arvell's use of the and.rogynous Adam theme;3 Milron Klonsky,

in an abominabLe essay,4 Ur""rr"ses Marvellts dependence on the Enneads,

of Plotinus; I,rÏilliam Empson, with characteristic madness, discusses

pasËoral form, verbal lùit, and MarveLl rs metaphysics;5 *"t"rr-Sofie

Rostvig argues that the androgynous Adam theme has its roots in the

Hermetic tradition and points out that in ttFairfaxrs household, Marvell

came in direct contact with a milieu where Hermetic doctrines were

a living realíËyrt since Fairfax \¡/as translating Hermetic wriËings into

Kermode, r'The Argument of Marvellts tGarden, ttt Essays in Criticism,
II (L952); I{oledge, "Saint Armand, Fairfax and Marvell,'r MLR, XXV
(1930); Bradbrook, 'Vrarvell and the Poetry of Rural SoliLude,"
RES, XVrr (L94L).

op.. cit., esp. pp. 318-40.

trlhe garden ís Eden, not onLy before the Fall, but before the
creation of Eve. The Fall in this poem dates not from the
eating of the apple, but from the moment that God took out
Adamrs rib. For ... before God found a thelp meet for himr,
Adam was androgynous, containing both sexes within himself.
The other sex r47as the rib out of which God eventuali-y made Eve."
tMarveLLrs Garden", .EE, Ðw (1958), p. 14.

'A Guide through the Garden", Sewjlnee Review, LVIII (1950).

Some Version¡_ pf_-Egptoral, pp. LL9-45 .

1.

)

3.

¿L

5.
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remote, from the action of the poem. In

the other hand, of which rtlhe Gardentt is

example, he works as it i¿ere from within.

of experience he has been exploríng from

rendered r,rith all the immediacy of drama

a syrnbolic action of his exploration.

the rneditative poems, on

Ëhe most outstanding

The contrasted modes

a distance are here

and the poem itself becomes

trThe Gardent' is the mosË difficult of Marvel1ts poems, and

one of the great poems Ín the language. The fascination that it

exerLs on readers may be inferred from the impressíve variety of

commenL ít continues to elicit - surely a remarkable quantity for

a single lyric. An even casual inspectíon of the criticism supports

oners impressíon of its difficulty, f.or there is scarcely an element

of the poem that has not received diverse, often divergent, comrnent.

The octosyllabics are as polished and untroubled as usual in }4arvei-l,

but about Ëhe very actíon of trThe Gardenrr, no less than its inter-

pretation, there seems to be disagreement. One suspects that the

problern arises not from any real obscurity but rather from an almost

inordinate complexity. Ihere is simply so much packed into its

sevent]-Ëwo lines, with such economy of language and subtlety of

thought, that it is dÍfficult to account for all the intelLectual

threads and verbal overtones in a single, coherent reading. Frank

Kermode has discussed it as a parody of the French libertín tradition,

for which Geoffrey ltroledge and M.C. Bradbrook have provided valuable
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iEnglísh.- But this is not to mention Lhe much larger body of

criticism that deals, in whole or part, with thís more than usually

complicated lyric.

That the notion of the ttGardentf hrs -ru.= convenLional sym-

bolic associations I have perhaps been implicitly assuming. Precisely

because the events in Eden generaËe the whole Christian myth, the

figure of the garden is central to Ëhe sLructure of Biblical all-egor-

izLng. Ruth trr7allersteÍn properly defines the tradition:

In the literary Christian tradition, the horgus
conclusus is one of the central symboLs in the
imagínative vision of the soul ts relat,ion to God as
sung in Canticles. It is a symbol with which the
ideal of humility and a negaLive attitude Ëoward
ambition are closely interwoven...The horËus conclusus,
the encl-osed garden, is the soul herself. The quaÍnt
conception ttThat all Animals of the Land, are in their
Kind in the Seatt is an emblem for the mindrs possession
of the forms of all things, forms through which it
turns Ëo their essence...Marvell gives us an actual
experience of transcendence, of whích the medÍtation
itself is a part. For is not the various light Ëhe
multifold reflection in nature of the one essential
Light from which nature springs ?2

1" 'Andrew}darve11|s|TheGardent:AHermeticPoem'',.@,1Åqb@,
)CL (1959) , p. 68.ttln the words of Fairfax, tbeíng male and female, in the same body
as the Scriptures said of the first man before he sined and before
god took the woman out of Ëhe side of mant. All creatureg, more-
ever, shared this bi-sexual structure and retained it for a certain
unspecified period. During this period they were tied in a cerLain
bond or knot which, in the words of Fairfax, rheld all things from
action, poyse or motionr. Since this bi-sexual stage prevents all
beings from indulging in action (forces Ëhem to enjoy the garlands
of repose, as it were), it possesses a profound spiritual signÍ-
ficance. LrIhile it ís the property of matter to move, the rnind is
uLterly quiescent. The androgynous sËate, therefore, is one in
which matLer is subordinated to mind lnry italics]." Ibid., p. 70.

op. cit., p. LB4; pp. 328-9)
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Humility, transcendence) essence, form - the teïms are specifically

religious in theír denotaËÍon in accordance with the reIígious symbol

Ëhat structures and defines them. But they rnay, and with only a

slight adjustment, apply equalLy well in a Platonic or Neopl-atonic

contexË. And they may quite satisfactoril-y describe an imaginative

experience which has no special religious or philosophicaL character

at aLl. My poinË is that there are a good many traditíonal notions

clustered around the edges of the poem, and to ascrÍbe the poemrs meaning

Lo any one, or groups of them, is to some extent unwise. Ruth tr^ialler-

steints account of a Christian symbolic tradítion is illurninating and

unexceptionable but is of a differenL order from Frank Kermoders

emphasis on Marvellrs parodying of sensuous natuïe poetry; the readings

necessarily involve varying interpretatÍons of tone.l One of Ëhe

advantages of a study such as this is that I am not required to
rexplicater the poem, nor to reconcile the several critical approaches

to the poem. I do not believe, moreover, that there is any need to do

so. The variety of critical approaches is a naturaL response to an

L. Ruth ltrallerstein writes: rAnd yet I would not suggest Ëhat Marvell
wished to describe any special religious experience. The experíence
he would awaken in us he describes precisely, a tranquilLzing, an
enlargement, a unifÍcation of consciousness, in which what nright
have been only an evanescenË experience \^7as fixed and given content
by the religious thought which enLered to fill it.r'
Studies in Seventegnth-Centurv Poetic, p. 332.

I cannot see how the qualification materially alters the
impression she seeks to correct.
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arËifact that \,ritËily renders a vague and complex experience. And

just as I suppose there is an irony of sorts (íntentional or not) in

the meticulously lucid surface of so perplexing an experience, so I

imagine there is one too in the many shapes of that experience that

Marvell encourages the reader to perceive. The poem is after all

rserioust in a twittyt sense.

It is a thorny problem, thís busíness of vrítty seriousness, too

obvious perhaps to belabour, yet too persistent and central to ignore.

One couLd, in this case at least, accept the fact that Marvell is

dealing with rcontemplative t vs. ractivet in the T.^zitty style that

he so elegantly commands were it not that the poem is concerned with

his mind and so makes his attitude a subject undetachable from the

ostensible argument. For the wit of the opening síarlzas ís con-

spcicuous and hardly designed to force the reader to take very seriously

Ëhe proposition set before hím. Ihe disparity beËween the efforts and

rewards of the active life - betweenttuncessanË Labourstrand the

trsingle Herb" with which they are croüined - is vain, and reduces to

absurdity the characteristic efforLs of the outside world. From Lhe

symbolic palm, oak, and bay - introduced as metaphor - springs the

quite literal- conception of an a1Ëernative:

While all Flowrrs and all Trees do cl-ose
To weave the Garlands of repose.

(7'8)
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The speaker is, LrL stanza II, suddenly inside Lhe scene vrith his

announcement that he has found ttFair quiettt and trlnnocence thy

Sisterrtwhich he had mistakenly sought ttin busie Companies of Ment'.

If such wonders are to be experienced on earth at all they are

surely noË to be found in cities:

Your sacred Plants, if here below,
Only among the Plants will grow.
Society is all but rude,
To this delicious Solitude.

(1s-r.B)

The poet reminds us, in the distinction of the fírst two lines, Ëhat

he is well aware of the difference beËi^7een the symbolic and liËeral.

The use of the same word ("plants") is abstract and concrete in turn

and the effect of the second line ís to bring the first as Ít were

dor,rn to earth. (The irony is of Ëone, so frequently the case Ín

I4arve11, and the most difficult sort to anaLyze. The same kind of

Ëonal seLf-puncturing is illustrated in T.S. Eliotrs

Midwinter spring is its or^rn season .l

Sempiternal though sodden towards sundown.)-

The wit in the two lines that folLow involves a joke on the pastoral

conception of refined society and the rough, ttrudet! though well-

intentioned nalural. Ïhe terms are reversed and the refinements of

Ëhe busy companies of men are as nothing against those of the self,

1- . Fogr Quarte.ts, tT,ittle Giddingr'. (LL. L-2) .
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delíciousLy rejoÍcing in solitary aloneness. The setting of the

garden is thus more occasional Ëhan casual_, for ít Ís not country

and city that are really being opposed so much as ?rCompany'r and

solitude. And the four línes together provide a spLendid example

of the way in r¿hich the poet witËily suggests that his reaL delight

is in being alone and playing imaginatively with the magÍcaL povrers

thaË the natural is supposed to, but does not in facL, possess.

The magical aura clearly hovers about the trees in the next

ti^7o stanzas, for they are discussed as love objects. Marvell has

played no finer ie.u dresprit than he does here in transferring al1

the passion of animal existence to his private vegetabLe world.

The ltwhite?t and ttredtt of human sexuality are less amorous than

ttthis lovely greentt. The foolish lovers who, as if in retaliation

for the trcruelttpassion that sears them, r.vound tïees by carving on

thern their mistresses t names are reprimanded for ignoring worthier

objects:

Little, Alas, they know or heed,
Hor¡ far these Beauties Hers exceed I
Fair Trees! I{here steer your barkes I wound,
No Name shall but your own be found.

(2L_24)

This almost frivolous attribution of sexuality to the unresponsive

plants of the garden is pursued and complicated by mythic allusion.

The poet supplies a rproofr of the rightness of his position, in

which the elements of self-mockery and deepening at,Tareness are

neatly balanced:
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Iühen we have run our Passionrs heat,
Love hither aakes his best reLreat.
The Gods, that mortal Beauty chase,
Still in a Tree díd end their race.
Apollg hunted &_phne. so,
Only that she rnight Laurel gror^7,
And Pan did afËer Syrinx speed,
Not as a Nymph, but for a Reed.

(2s-32)

Like the devil quoting scripture, the poet cites myth for his own

purpose. lhe gods, who know more about rnortal beauty Ëhan humans,

hunted Daphne and Syrinx for the sake of what they would become -

Èrees. Like the speakerrs whol-e argument, the statement is loaded

with anrbiguities of motive. Because they are exhausted vrith running

passionrs theaLtt, and because satisfied with passion they can move

up Ëhe ladder of beauty, they reËreat (out of fear, incapacity, or

wisdom) to the greater satisfactions of the garden. Their prize

is not only the pleasure of the marvelously sensual trees, but

poetry and music, the unparalleled pleasure of the solÍtary man of

wit. The pun on t'racett further complicates the assertion; they end

their pursuits with the attainment of sublimity but in their trees

must yield the active po\Árers of generaËion for the contempLation

of the beautiful. The stanza is so full of contradictions and

aLternatives, so skilfuLly and effortlessly propounded, that one

can no longer take seriously the perverse tsimplicityr of Marvellrs

argument for pastoraL. For the function of this extravagant, brílliant

I,rit is Lo undermine the argument with an irony that keeps insisting it
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T¡rill I justify I the speakerrs attitude. It does not reaLly matter,

he suggests, what reasons he adduced for preferrÍng this harmless,

solítary world; it is the deLíght in the experience itself that

matters. trrlhatever the cause for makíng a trretreatrt, the reward is a

peculiar self-satisfaction unthÍnkable in busy companies of men.

And yet the experience is viewed with no Less irony than the

setting in which it occurs; the garden and the poetrs response to

Ëhe garden are images fiLtered through that self-consciousness which

the poet is in fact exploring. Just as he passes from the outside

world into the garden in stanza I, and discusses Ëhe passage in

stanzas II-IV, so in stanza V, fixed firmly in the center of his

imaginative mise-en-scene, he is nolr ready to depicL the tpresentnessl

of the experience. I,üÍth the same kind of vritty confusion of action

and passivity that marked his amorous entanglement wiËh tree-místresses

he is here pursued and seduced by the luxurious fruits of naËure:

Ripe Apples drop about my head;
The Luscious CLusters of the Vine
Upon my Mouth do crush their trrline:
The Nectaren, and curious Peach,
Into my hands themselves do reach;
Sturnblíng on Melons, as I pass,
Insnartd with Flowrrs, I falL on Grass.

(34-40)

The exËraordinary accessibility of nature is a mark of the speciaL

favor it charÍsmatically bestows upon him, and MarveLl is particularLy

fond of making such opulence seem anímate.1 He need not even make

Cf . ttBermudast', 11 . 2L-2, ttUpon Appleton Housett, LL. 587-6L6.
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the effort of pickíng and choosing; the fruits press themselves upon

him. The action - and it is the closest thing to action in Lhis

nonetheless wholJ-y dramatic poem - neaLly represents the special

rewards of so ríchly irnaginative an experience. But it aLso extends

the thread of mock-sexuality introduced before. Not content with

surrender, Lhe grapes crush his mouth in their embrace, nectarine

and peach seek him out to grant their sensual favors. So he lacks

not, in isolation, the necessary pleasures that men outside the

garden presumably amaze themselves to win. The witty fiction Ëhat

he gives up nothing in his retreat is reínforced as the vegetable

world assumes the peculÍar characteristics of the anirnal" Such

behaviòr is ideal and Eden-like and so fittingly echoes that whích

occurs in another ironic vision of Eden, trBermudasrt. The garden is

now imaginativeLy Eden, and later stanzas wílL provide a more explicit

commentary on the identification. The alpha and omega of this starLza,

to use Empsonrs phrase,l rr. the apple and the Í.aLI . And as the

spgaker partakes so innocentl-y of the gardents fruiËs so he stumbles,

is insnared, and fal1s on grass. His solitariness is symbolically

heightened and compared to that of Adam, but the fall here, like

Ëhe crucifixion in itAppleton Housett, is ironically inconsequential .

Some Versiqns o-[_34€!qr4_1, p. L31
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Precisely because it is private and imaginative - because it is

prompted and controlled by the poeLrs wit - it is harmless. The

religious force of Adamrs sin derives from its being a conscious,

deliberate act of wíll; but in so far as the speaker passively

accepts the bounty of nature he is tguiltlessr. Ihus the poet is

suggesting several notions at once about the curious and wondrous

life he leads, and his commerce r,lith nature points in several di-

rectíons. In the worLd of the irnagination one can trifle safely

and amusíngly with the surrogates of feeling and actions that have

momentous sígnificance in the outside world. BuË internal experience

differs from external jusË because it is passive, not active. And

the passive and Lhe solitary are one" The garden Ís significant only

because one enjoys ttdelicious solitude" Ëhere and so, in this very

special seËting, can indulge in the pure self-contemplation that

society makes irnpossible.

Therrmindtttha:t suddenly appears in the first lÍne of stanza VI

has of, course been the irnplied subject from the beginning, first

specíously arguíng iLs case for nature, then enacting the drama of

Eden. It has moved from the outside, to a comparison between out-

side and garden, to a physical event in the garden, and is now ready

to cast off all vestiges of externality and consider itseLf:

Mean whíle the Mind, from pleasure less,
I,lithdraws into its happÍness:
The Mind, that Ocean where each kind
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Does streight its own resemblance find;
Yet ít creates, transcendi.ng these,
Far other Wor1ds, and other Seas;
Annihilating alL that's made
To a green Thought ín a green Shade.

(4L-48)

The lines are understandably celebrated. For to describe so abstract

an idea, so evanescent an experience - the idea and the experience

are one - with such exquísite clarity is an extraordinary achieve-

ment. All the more so because they elude the glosser, because their

extraordinary subtlety radiates from a surface free of all tension.

ltritty they are indeed, but their wit lies in theÍr forcing us Lo

perceive the almost incredibl-e distance ín texture between the

intellectual compLexities they discuss and the utter simplicity of

their language. All the strained wit of the earlier stanzas is

gone, as if the poet need no longer engage in the forcing together

of unlike things. The paradox is a truly metaphysicaL one: as

the mínd moves away from nature, with which it is fundamenËally in

conflict, and toward self-contemplation, its language becomes

increasingly pure and lucid" This notion is no more abs,Ëract or

hypotheLical than the action of the poem itseLf. I think there ís

little question that it is just this sort of shift which MarvelL

is dramatizLng. SËanza V is after all a kind of climax. Alone and

free from hÍndrance, the poeË has recreated an ideal worLd, Eden

itself. Like Adarn he partakes of íts pleasures; unlike Adam, he

sins not. His imaginatíon could not easiJ.y present itself wiËh a
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more delectable feast. But as the action moves steadíly ínward, the

delights of this experience are virtually forgotten. The mÍnd with-

draws from ttpleasure lesstt - and one may indeed wonder aL the casual

dismissal of such pleasure - into lritsrr happiness. The concrete

pleasures of stanza V are as nothing next to the mute wonders of

stanza VI . As in ttThe DefiniËion of Lovetr, the InfiniÈe and the

infinítesÍmal are brought together; the vastness of far other worlds

and seas is ironÍcally set beside the small and invisible instrument

that creates Lhem. Creates and annihilates, in turn, at wiL1, the

beginning and end of the very paradoxes ít considers. Containing

the limitless expanses of its many worlds, it collapses everything

to a rrgreen thought in a green shaderr - a single idea which explains

ÍtseIf, Ëhe garden in which it ís thus contemplating itself, and

the relation between them. The barrier between mind and nature,

inside and outsíde, ís magically overcome in Ëhis moment of insight,

the Ëwo mutually unintelligible languages Ëhat render their respective

phenomena dissol-ve, and the same word - gt..rrl - descríbes with equal

L. 'rThe word neiLher diffident nor ostentatious
An easy commerce of the old and the new,
The common word exact without vulgaríty,
The formal word precise but not pedantic,
The complete consort dancing together ..."
Four_QqarËets-,'T,itt1e Giddíng".
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precision their separate worl-ds. The idea and the experience are

truly one. The line has inevitably been felt Ëo define this privi-

leged sense of harmony as precisely as possíble, and so it does.

Deal-ing r,;ith the irreducible, it is itself verbally irreducible.

The immediate effect of the comrnerce between Ëhe worlds of

rnatËer and spirit is the transcendent lÍberation of the soul in

sËanza VII . It ís more sublime than Ëhe r,rithdrawaL of Ëhe mind

because iË is an intuítive experience with a peculíarly religious

characLer, though sureLy less passionate in its marked deËachment

and so a kind of adjunct to the drama of the mind that has been

unfolding. The language expresses this paradox; far from the great

abstract intuition of the ttgreen thoughttr, it ís once again rooted

in the earth of the garden

Here at the FounËains sliding foot,
Or at some FruiL-trees mossy root, -

(4e-so)

though iË soon moves ecstaticalLy upward:

Casting the Bodies VesË asíde,
My Soul into the boughs does glide:
There like a Bird it sits, and sings,
Then whets, and combs, its silver I,rlings:
And, Ëill prepar'd for longer flight,
tr'laves in its plumes the various Light.

(s1-s 6)

Frorn body to mind to soul- objectified - the progress is analogous,

however vaguely, to the ascent up the Platonic ladder and to the
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Christian itinerarium.mentis ad Deum. Like a bird in Ëhe boughs of

a tree, the soul ís fixed rnidway between the earth-bound and the

heavenLy and there, with wonderful self-possession, has immortal

longings and intimatÍons of eternity. The light is the emanation

from the single beam of the Divine, diffracted into the spectrum of
tVarioustt colors through which it is perceived beneath heaven. But

the action also moves in a differenË direcËion - from the sensual

world of the garden, insÍde the poetrs mind, and back outside again.

The image of the liberated souL is drawn against the backdrop of

the garden and the exterr¡al world; the setting of. stanzas V and VII

is the same. The difference is beËween an rirnaginativer harmony

beLween mind and matter, the difficulties of which the ¡¿it richly

records, and a somehow more real-, inËuiËior¡al harmony that renders

unnecessary the verbal devices that serve to resolve such diffi-

culties. In an obvious enough sense the souL gliding so effortlessly

from Ëhe confines of the body marks the climax of the poem; yet the

acLion is a1-so a sorË of secondary cIímax, faintly tinged with irony.

For the transcendent experience, wonderful though it is, can onLy

occur after the whole succession of inraginative triumphs that prepare

for it and that culminate in the poeËrs green thoughË. The rnind

puts off its labour, and the soul takes flight; to be sure, the

ecstasy of the experience is unparalleled, but just as iË is extrinsic
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to the work of the imaginaËion that the poet has been dramatj,zj'ng

and leaves it far behind, it serves to remind hirn of the límiËs of

his imagination and so casL doubt upon the whoLe proposití-on that

he can exist quite so satisfactorily in isoLaËion. His fLeeting

vision of the eternal- is qualified by the reminder thathe and his

soul are not yet ttprepartd for longer flighttt. The phrase may

imply death; I think it also refers to the inability to make of the

whole experience more than a transient proof of self-sufficiency.

TLre witty assumption of the argument was, after aLL, that one can

transform society into the garden, in whatever \,ray required, wiËh

some degree of permanence. Moreover, in the figure of the bird

whettÍng, combíng, preening itself with exquisite self-saËisfacLion,

there is an unmistakable hint of the very self-consciousness that

has, presumably, been Laid to resË.

I am painfully conscious of how far this sort of speculation

seems from the crisp, exquisitely poised solídity of the poem. But

I think the difficulty ís unavoidable. It is not that l"Iarvell is

unconcerned with ideas so absËracË and elusive but that the witty

concreteness that characterizes hís genius is simpLy more graceful

than onets aLLempt to define it. That he is himself conscious of

how far into the ether he has sailed, within Ëhe poem, is of course

part of Ëhe poemrs írony, and he shatters rather abruptly Ëhe effecË
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of his increasingly refined experiences by his corffnenL in sLanza VIII.

It is a long \,/ay, emotionally and imaginatively, beLween the trvarious

lighttt of 1.56 and the ttsuch wastt of L.57, buË it is traversed with

the rapidity of thought. The abruptness, like everything else in

the poem, is dramatic:

Such was that happy Garden-state,
I,lhile Man Ëhere walkrd without a Mate:
After a Place so pure, and süzeeL,
Iùhat other Help could yet be rneet I

But ttwas beyond a MortaLrs share
To wander solitary there:
Two Paradises t Ëwere in one
To live in Paradise alone.

(57-64)

The two ladies, arguing that the tbasis of the poemt' is the concept

of tlnetamorphosÍstt, quite naturalLy have something Ëo say abouË the

fantastic quality of the dramatic transitions, of which the stanza just

quoted ís the most striking:

The remarkabLe fact, in Marvellts poeLry is that
the Ëransitions from one Level to another over a
very wide range are managed so very quickly, with
so very little disturbance in Ëhe movement and
tone of Ëhe verse.l

The fact that there is ttso very lÍttle disturbancet' is not without

iËs problems. t'Such", so airily suggestÍng its referent, can hardly

be in doubt, can apply with equal plausibility to different sections

M.G. Lloyd Thomas, rlularvel-l

Criterion, XVIII (1939), p.
1. M.C. Bradbrook and

of Metamorphosistt,
and the Concept
243.
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of what has gone before or indeed to the whole. Marvel-L may be

juxtaposing, to the climate of Ëhe happy garden-state, the heíghtened

perception of starrza VII which he has just finished describing, or

E.Eanzas V - VII inclusive, for he alludes that early to Eden, or the

enËire poem, which implicitly makes the comparison from the very

beginning and which, wÍLh demonstrable dramatíc logic, traces a

coherent, uninterrupted experience." But the part of the Biblical

story that Marvell chooses to dwell on - Eden before Eve - is

specifically related to the trdelicious so1ítudert v/ith vrhich the

beginning of the poem Íras concerned. It is the initial assumption

about the solitary life, and so the whole poem, that l4arvellilluminates

in stanza VII. The transitíon then has the function of collapsing Ëhe

poetrs soaring imaginative adventure, for among the several ironíes

that the invocation of Eden brings to bear upon the experience, not

the least Ís the poetrs self-conscious glance at the flíght he has

taken.

üIhaË he has been describing, what has happened to him imagin-

aLively, Ís what must have happened to Adamt\¡ithout a }4aterf. The

pun on helpmate wíttily views Eve with a vengeful difference - her

help was not met at all. The sexual jokes of the preceding stanzas

are gathered up in the plain admission that the poetrs exclusion of

I^7omen from his paradise has not been accidental; thus have trees been

made to bear the force of his amorous advances. And though the Biblical
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allusion has been made to underscore cleverly hÍs personal feeling,

there is the more serious suggestÍon in it that the notion of para-

dise was itself sadly, impossibly fragile. The amusedly self-pitying

reflectíon that tttLi^ras beyond a Mortalrs share/To ¡¿ander solítary

thererris \^7itty preciseLy because it puts so sirnply so complicated

a notion. The Fall was inevitable as soon as God made Eve, and with

her came Ëhe end of Paradise; yet paradíse without her, as Marvell

well knows, is equally unthínkable. The imaginative elaboration of

the myth in these lines is both comic and poignant. It is the

psychological logic of the Fall that rhe poet is contemplating,

along with Íts obvious signíficance for his own private paradise.

He is not, as he had humorously supposed, androgynous Adam, com-

bÍning both sexes within himself.l Once agaÍn, all the physical

properties of the garden, real and imagined, are stripped a\47ay to

expose the fundamental attrÍbute for which he had sought it - the

solitude that makes self-contemplation possible.

trrlith the statement of this recognÍtion, insistently and wittily

implied from the outset, the calm tone of the opening Ís restored.

The poet has moved through an extraordinary range of feeling and

experience only to return to the point from which he set out. But

See Lawrence I^I . Hyman, gp$Ë.,
l4arvellrs use of Genesis L227.

p. L4, f.or a discussion of
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Ëhe irnage of the garden in this strange last stanza is one we have not

yet seen. There is in it none of the passion of the opening stanzas

that characterLzed his inraginative involvement vríth it. IL is not the

fantastic garden of his mind but simply a garden, and the sense of

its simple s\n/eetness and innocence, af ter the feverish excitemenË of

r¿hat has transpired, is rendered with exquisite irony:

How well the skilful Gardner drew
Of Flowrrs and herbes this Dial new;
trrlhere from above the milder Sun
Does through a fragrant Zodiack run;
And, as it works, th'industríous Bee
Computes its time as well as \¡re
Hor¿ could such sweet and wholesome Hours
Be reckon'd but vTith herbs and flowtrs!

(65-72)

simply a garden - except that it has a sun-dial in Ít bedecked with

herbs and flowers. And from this reminder of ineluctable time,

together with the images of sun, zodíack, and bee, Marvell finalLy

collapses his rnyth of pastoraL paradise. For time ís the remorseless

fact that threatens the sweet r¿holesomeness of mants life in nature.

The pastoral world constantly rener^rs itself and redeems its time.

man does not. The final ai^Tareness is of the independent existence

of nalure, separate and alien frorn the peculiar life that the poet

for his private ends imposed upon it. And it is fittíng, though

intolerably sad, that iL is the very artifice of the garden (what

man has , again, in a differenL way imposed upon it) Lhat proclaims
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so forcibly his mortality. The tone of t]ne starwa, transparent though

it seems, is Ëhus fulI of irony. Though it has the air of being

unconscious of any problem, it clearly forces a host of them before

us. The conËrasts between the poetrs T,ritty and ecstatíc adventure

before and his innocent reflections nor¡r, between the magíca1 pro-

perties of nature then and its sweet wholesomeness here, between the

encouragement the garden gave him before and its mocking comment on

his endeavor after the fact - they are all forced together, by an

act of poetic genius, in the bÍtter-sr,reet fragrance of the fir¡al

couplet.

Ihe poem then not only regísters so wide a variety of ideas and

feeLings but assumes for each so richly ambiguous a tone. ltrilliam

Empsonrs reductive statement, rrthe chief point of the poem is to

contrast and reconciLe conscious and unconscious stat,es, intuitive

and intellecLual modes of apprehension,"l may weLl be correct. But

one senses in it the convÍction that only a very abstract assertion

indeed can convey the scope of so metaphysical an experíence. I

think ít is something like this attitude Ëhat Frank Kermode contests

when he writes:

1. Some Velsio4g__of Pas.qgral, p. 1L9.
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ttThe Gardenltuses and revalues Ëhe ttnormstt of the
genres it is not a conËribution to phílosophy, and
not the direct account of a contemplative act.l

And his demonstration of Marveli-rs ironic reversal of Ëhe conventíons

of the LiberËin tradition, interesting and enlightening though ir

is, Ís perhaps l-ess important than his insisLence Lhat we look at

the frame around Ëhe poem. Like most metaphysical poems, ttThe

Garden" has a highly articulate dramaËic structure. It is noL the

ttdirect accountttof a contemplaËive acL, or any other act for that

matËer, because the action of the poem is meant to be seen in con-

junction wíth Lhe speakerts motives and responses, and one function

of the poemts wit is that iL suggests the constanË presence and

operation of a sensibility thaË is interpreting the action. Ihe

filËering of experience through the poetrs consciousness, his

consciousness in Èurn as experience, is what makes the poem dramatic,

complex, and metaphysical . Even if one did not suspect on g_8@!

literary and historical grounds the fooLishness of calling }darvell a

nature poet, iË would not be possible to persist in this illusion

after reading ttThe Garden.tt

The contrasts beËween active and contempLative, the social world

and the natural world, the innocence of Eden and the experience of

1. tArgument of MarveLL rs tGardenttt, p " 232.
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contemporary life, the rnortalÍty of man and the eterr¡ality of nature,

axe aLL held together in Ëhe drama of the poeËrs mind. It is the

progress of the Ímagination through the garden that is the action

of the poem, playing upon Ëhe setting and the probl-em, recreating

other worlds, ecstatically r¿iËhdrawing, and finally perceiving the

fragílity of the whole conceptÍon. The poetrs ul-timate a\nTareness of

Ëhe ímpossibility of the life he envisions is itself ironic: he

canrlot live permanently as if self-sufficient, but he has lived so

wiLhin the poem. But the ar¡Tareness is not so much the resulL of the

argumenL as of an experienee wittily counterpoínLing the argument.

Unless one sees that the poem explores the relation between the mind

and iLs argument - that is, the poetts consciousness of his aTgument -

one misses, I think, the layers of ironic suggestion upon which the

poem is buiLt. Perhaps the whoLe reading trembles at the edge of

Ëhe tautoLogy that fascinaLes both metaphysical poets and critics;

yet íË is a risk that seems to find its way into Ëhe poetry. ItIe

cannoL on the one hand profess a conviction that metaphysicaL wit

is functionaL rather Lhan decorative, and on the other, be unwilling

to arøLyze the peculiar way in ¡¿hich it does function.

But if it trembles there - the poem as well as the reading - it

does not as in Donne faLi- into the yawning void. If ít is Donnets

dísposition to overturn the whole poeËic sLructure in an agonLzed
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gesture of self-assertion, it is ldarvellts temper, that t'fÍner

wisdom of a ripe cLvLlízation",l to hold the strucËure firmLy in

balance. The more one reads ttThe Gardentt, an-d in this respect ít

is representative of many of his poems, the more surely one feels

that he is playing a clever yet profound game with its shape. The

plateau at the begínníng, full of strained, discordant wit, rising

gradually Ëo the sublime climax of. stanzas VI and VII with theír

diaphanous Language, the sudden seLf-puncËuring of. stanza VIII, and

Ëhe descent to a plateau in the last stanza much like that of the

first starLza - it is Ëhe movement he graphically describes. So Ëhe

very structure of the poem becomes part of íts meaning. And perhaps

r¡Ie aTe more encouraged to believe in the garne if we observe the pro-

found difference, for alL their evenness of surface, between stanzas

I and IX. For the language of the first wittily argues that the

wiËhdrawal ís possible while Ëhat of the last argues, with equal wit,

that it is not.

ItÏhe Gardentt, líke the other poems I have been Looking at, shows

a particular concern to consider the relation between Ëhe worLds of

privaËe and pubLic experience, of inner experience and that.external

1-. Leavis, loc. cit.
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experience that naLure symbolically and f-iterally represents. And,

as in Ëhe oLher poems, the weighing and balancing of contrasted possi-

bilities is achieved through the formal order of the poem. As the

rstatemenrr of "The Garden, is more complicated, more furl of ironic

qual-ification than his oËher poems, so is its style and structure.

The ttDialogue between Ëhe soul and Bodytt sets consecutivel-y before

us the irreconcilable cLaims of matter and spirit, a symbolic contrast

which is the experience of the poen. But as these claims converge and

intertwine in "T'he Gardentr, so does the structure of the experience
a

dramatize the acËion. UnLíke the debate, in which an irony is expressed

by the extraordÍnary remoteness of the poet from the little symbolic

drama he stages, in'rThe Gardentt a different irony resuLts from his

or.In enactment of the drama, and Ëhe shifting distances between self-

consciousness and experience. It is in part the movement back and

forth between Ídea and a\¡rareness of idea that gives the poem its

inexhaustible sub tlety.
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CHAPTER III

T}iE PI,ACE

trrle shall not cease from exploraLion
And the end of alL our exploring
I{ill be to arrive where \,re started
And know the place for the first time.

- T. S. Eliot . 'T,ittle Gidding"

The Ëhematic and structural affínities between ttThe Gardentt

and tUpon Appleton Housett are at once obvious and interesLing.

rrAppleton Houserr ís ten times the lengËh of ttThe Gardenr', narraËive,

and largely impersonal, and so differenË in kind from Ëhe lyric, but

Marvell r^reaves its varÍous Lhreads together to produce a structure

that aË least in one fundamental respect is strikingly simíIar to

the rneditation in Ëhe garden. Both poems are eliptical in shape in

the sense that they begin at relatively fixed points and move through

an arc that brings them, wiËh the irresistíble logic of the figure,

back to where they sËarted. In both poems the point of greatest

circumference is idenËical wiËh a momenË of self-contemplation, and

in both the arc described - the movement ítself - is viewed with

irony. Both poems are tonally ambiguous in curiously similar ways

and both - not very surprisingly - are concerned with several common

ideas and feelings.

But one must begin with the manifest distinction between them.
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rrThe Gardentt describes a personal experience and is whol1-y subjective.
fAppleton Houset' too describes a personal- experience but onl-y in-

direcLly, for the poem Ís addressed to Marvellrs empLoyer, concerns

his character, farníly, and esËate, and does not anywhere indulge

ín personal refLection at the expense of the actual subject. The

lyric is exclusively personal; but for the personaL eLement in the

narrative poem hre must have recourse always to the objective trea¡-

menË of Fairfax against which the persor¡al drama is played. Because

the poem is both personal and objective r,¡e are constantly tempted,

indeed required, to reLaËe Ëhe biographies of MarvelL and Fairfax.

But though the poem may push the problem in front of us iÈ is less

obliging with a solution. One can only hazard a guess that there

.is a personal significance for Marvell in Fairfaxts reËirement to

Nunappleton and for that matter in MarvelL ts having accepted a

position there.

I mentioned earlier how aËLracÈive Lhis sorË of guessing is:

how easy to see in Marvel-l-ts intellectual l-ife a reaL conflict

related to the imaginary one he describes in the poem and to see in

both the reflection of Fairfax. The frankness of }4arveLl rs royalist

sentiments in the dedicatory poem Ëo LoveLacers E€åB (L649I. and

the savage attack on the turncoat Tom l4ay (1650) are a matter of

record, but whether his rustícaËion lras a fi-ight from the terrifying
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events in London is a maËter onJ-y of speculation. Nevertheless,

his commitment to the whoLe PuriLan cause seems cl-early equivocal -

at least to the act of regicíde against which Fairfax too made

objection. The two poems ímpLy it; The Rehear€aL TraJrsposrd, tr^7enty

years Later, sËates it.1 Perhaps Lhen it \¡ras a very special- "crisis"

that Ruth ÏJaLlerstein says the Nunappleton poems voi"""2

There can, in any case, be no doubt as Ëo Fairfaxts retreaL.

In charge of Cromwellrs Army of the Parliament, he concurred with

the Protectorrs designs until Cromwell insisted on the kingrs exe-

cution. The disenchantment begun, it grew steadily until the

promulgation of a preventive war with ScotLand. Pierre Legouis

states that '\¡hen he resigned on 25 June 1650, he invoked a scruple".3

Legouis, and a doting biographer like Markham,4 present an unblurred

picture of Fairfaxrs altruism, but when r^/e turn to a hisLorian of

the period, G.M. Young, we find the image of a man beset by uncertainties,

apparently reluctanË to take a posiËion.s He was at lürnappleton when

Ëhe end of Charlesr drama was unfolding and there he remained, recalling

1. Ed. A.B. GrosarL (London, l-873) , T, zLZ - 13.

2. Op. cit. , p" 295

3. Andr_ew Mar.vel.l- (Oxford, 1965), p. 18.

4. A Lifg of. the Grgat Lord Fairfaf: (London, l4acMillan & Co., 1870).

5. Charles ljrgd. Cromwgll. (London, L935), €sp. pp" 122, L36, L59,
L66.
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in his tî4ilitary" garden Ëhe genuine triumphs of his career

before the dÍlemma that forced hís resignation. If the poetrs

feelings to\,rard the political upheavaL vrere truly mixed, how

sLriking that he should have had before hirn the portrait of a man

forced to dísp1ay publicly similar feelings. BuË whatever Ëhe

conËiguiËy of their positions, it is certain that Marvellrs interest

in Fairfax exceeded Lhat normaLl-y invested in onets empLoyer, that

he sureLy recognLzed in him an incarnation of problems - whether

specific or general - with which he was hirnsel-f concerned.

Fairfax appears in Ëwo other poems: in tî4usicks Empirertt it

which he is praised by the observation that the natural order is

exquisíËeLy attuned to him, and in the charming ttUpon the HilL and

Grove at Bill-borrovr,ttwhich builds upon the harmony of the natural

scene with its patron. The latter is a delightful poem, fulL of

elegant and witty compl-iment, and has, in my opinion, been unjustLy

negLected. I¡Ihat does not seem to be recognized is that Ehe poem

employs certain metaphoric relations more ful1y el-aborated in

tAppleLon Housett. The hill and grove, since Ëhey belong to Fairfax,

exhibit his own moraL qualities. The imputation of human attributes

Ëo nature is scarcely unfamiLiar but the hyperbolic wiË of the trans-

fer - for the sake of both complimenting and defining Fairfax - is

executed with extraordinary grace. The hill is modest enough compared
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to Ëhe unjust mountains t\¡hích to abrupter greatness thrust'r, but

the fact is delicately turned into a virtue:

See then how courteous it ascends,
And aLL the way iË ríses bends;
Not for itself the height does gaLn,
BuË only strives Lo raise the PLain"

(2L-24)

The grove is hal-lowed; none may invade iL for fear of the presence

of the great military leader whose armor may still be heard ratËling
t'through all the Grove and Hil-L'and out of respect for the nymph

Vera, his wífe, t'to whom he ofËen here retirtd". The trees grow

in their lord rs advancemenL and - as they prepare for his arrival -

have assumed an uncornmon gïeenness" But, and the point can hardly

be missed, they no\,r ttno further strive to shoott'. Fairfax has

retired from glory: Lhe trees will sympathetical-J-y resisË thdvance-

menË'r. Yet oners feeLing is that MarveLl also implies: ret there

be no reminders of that glory: naturers sympathetic approval of

FaÍrfaxts decision is perhaps easier to soLicit than the human.

And in a Last appreciation of the mii-itary pasL, the poet asserts:

Much other groves, sây they, than these
And oËher Hills him once did please.
Through Groves of Pikes he thunderrd then,
And Mountains rais'd of dying Men.

(65- 6B)

As sincere as Marvellts admiration may be, there is still the

effort to forestall the criticism of Fairfaxrs decisíon that, I_ike
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the trees themselves, whispers unconscionabLy about the edges of

the poem. Fairfaxrs humility ís such that the grove is cautioned,

if it this favor prLze't, to hush its praise of him:

ïherefore to your obscurer Seats
From hís own Brightness he retreaËs:
Nor he the Hills without the Groves,
Nor Height buÈ with Retirement loves.

(77'80)

The compliment is exquisiLely composed, graceful as well as r,7itty.

The ingenuity of havíng the unpromising hill and grove so deLicately

voice their syrnpathy for Fairfaxrs action is movingly appropriate;

they honour their patron as they shoul-d, and their courtesy and

hurnility bespeak his peculiar virtues. But aside from Lhe straËegy

of implying the sublime hurnility of the patron through the lesser

humÍlity of the inanimate, I'larvell develops the notíon of the nature

of proportion and measure. As the physical landscape is admired

because it ttobservestr degree, so is Fairfax - Ëhe literal and figur-

ative being cleverly superimposed. ReËirement is fitLing because it

follows theighttt; Ëhe two togeËher are a whole and Fairfax is lauded

for his inLegr:LLgs, of character. This reconciliation of contrasted

characterístics is as central to the praise of Fairfax, as it is to

that of CromweLl; and representing it by physical images - proportion

in landscape, architecture - is a recurrent devíce of MarvelLrs. It

is the fiËness of measure in Appleton House that symbolically reflects
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the moral order of the family that inhabits it. And Cromwell,

sirnilarly, inlrThe First Anniversary of the GovernmenË under O.C.",

like Amphion aË Ïhebes, builds the new state on sound architectural

principles. But when Marvel-L moves outsÍde the sphere of the neaËly

proportioned Appleton House into the loose disarray of nature, he

moves from a state of order, mirrored in the external scene, to Ëhe

írnaginative disorder of the consciousness. Between the possibilities

there is much to choose; Lhe experience of both is for him, as always,

the drama.

Appleton House - tvlarvelLrs point of deparËure in his ruminative

progress across the Fairfax estate - is a perfect modeL of ethical

design, and the opening stanzas of the poem describe iËs significance

in language that passes effortlessLy from physical object to moral

syrnbol-. Unlike the rest of the animaL kingdom whose tbodies measure

out their Placetr, man

superfLuousLy spread,
Demands more room alive than dead.
And in his holLow Palace goes
tr{here ülinds as he themselves may lose.
WhaË need of all this Marble Crust
Trímpark the i¿anton Mote of DusË

(L7-22)

The idea of a chain of being lurks wittily in Ëhe background of

the complainË, and all the analogies introduced to distinguish

between this house and mants "unproportionrd dweli-ingstt are rel i-

gious in detaiL. Appleton House is builË upon the dimensions of
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a more sober age and mínd vrhen men larger in size and spirit

did stoop
enter at a naTTow loop;
practising, in doors so strait,
strain themselves through Heavens Gate.

(2e-32)

The after age will come inttPilgrimage" to adore theseItsacred

places'r, will smile aË the modesty of the dwelling and think of

Romul-ust tbee like celLtt. It is humility that has designed these

short but admirable lines, and in true metaphysicaL fashion the

insight is a paradox that identifies the figurative and the literal:

By which, ungirt and unconstrainrd
Things greater are in less conËainrd
T,et oLhers vaínly strive trimmure
The CiIcLe in the Quadrature!
These hgLy Mathematicks can
In evrry Figure equal- Man.

(43-48)

The al-lusion is to the Vitruvian "goLden sectiontt, asserting the

relation between architectural- design and the proportions of the

human figure, though of course the ethical and epistemological

significance of the dwelling man inhabits is nothing less than a

Renaissance cornmonpl""..1 Man, in this humanistic concepËion,

is truly the measure and partakes, f.ike Fairfax in MarveLlts lines,

1. For a discussion of Vitruvius and the moraL implications of
Rer¡aissance architectual theory, see Geoffrey ScotË, .fr.
Architegture € Hurnanism (New York, L956), pp. 60-L, 256,
365-6; Erwin Panofsky, ttThe Theory of Human Proportionsl
in Meaning .in jEhe VisuaL Arts (New York, L957), pp. 90-2;
trrlylie Sypher, F-our Sta.ges of Renaissance StvJe (New York,
L955), p. 63.

To
As
To
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of the hoLiness of the equaËion. The inteLlectual weight of the

anaLogy provides a kind of authority for Marvellts ingenious eLab-

oration of Fairfaxian humility, but, in the lines that foIIow, the

demonstration is whirnsicaLly irnaginaËive :

Yet thus the laden House does sweat,
And scarce indures the Master great;
BuË where he comes the swelling llall
Stirs, and Lhe Square gror^rs Sphericall-;
More by his l4agnitude distrest,
Then he is by its straitness prest:
And too officiously it slights
That in it self which hím delights.

(4e-56)

The conceit has been attacked as unintentionalLy ttabsurdtt by

T.S. ElioË and only partLaLLy rescued from the charge by Ruth

)
tr{aLLertstein,- but surely ít is the very exËravagance of the wit

that illuminates the paradox of sublime humiLity. Inanimate

nntter, by force of wii-l, moves - while f Lexibl-e man who can move

reLains his shape. It is the house that makes acconmodation

because it is more sensible of Fairfaxts condescension Ëhan the

man himself. The wonder of the human virËue is Ëhat everything

responds to it, and just as the mathernatical language of the pre-

ceding stanza asserts the formula of things grealer Ín Less contained

so the conceiL dramatizes it. The levels of diction do clash but the

1," Selected Ess,ays , p. 256; SËu-dies, p" 3L3"
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brilliance of the wit

single purpose; it is

virtue celebrated and

ËhaË Ít can bend all materiaLs to its

way of asserting the magnitude of the

way of suggesËing the poeLrs imaginative

dexËerity. The wit can simultaneousLy imply both wirhout being

indecorous precisely because Ëhe poem is both objective and sub-

jective" To argue Ëhat tUpon Appleton Houseil is mixed in styLe

and so suffers from its inconsistency, is to disregard the fact

thaL MarvelL is wiËh equal- attention describing and meditating,

and so constantLy alluding to his presence in the poem.

And wíth the added impetus of the emblem, he moves back again

to a series of abstracË moral insights about the reLation between

trgreaLnesstr and ttlovrnesstt. Height t\¿ith a certain Gracet' does bend,

buË low things onLy rrclownishly'r ascend. TLre structure applies to

both house and man whose identity the poeÈ is asserting, whaLever

the apparent difficulty.

The poeËrs journey ís foreshadowed ín the advertisement of
ttfragrant Gardens, shady. tr{oods, deep Meadows, and Ëransparent Floodstt

(11. 79-80), and

i'lhil-e with slow Eyes we these surveyr
And on each pLeasant footstep sËay,
tr{e opportunlSz may relate
The progress of Ëhis Houses FaËe.

(81_84)

He thus passes easily, yet with sufficÍent conspicuousness to under-

score his presence, to the exËraordinary story of IsabeL Thr¿aiËesrs

l-s

one

one
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beguilement by the "Suttl e lfunnslrand her rescue by lJilliam Fairfax

(L1. 85-280). Digressive though it is, the history of the housers

fate is amply justified by iËs obvious thernatic connections r¿ith

the whole strucLure, and by additional associations that Marvellts

art Ís continually discovering" He is chiefly interested of course

in both the secuLaxLzatLon of the nunnery into the Fairfax estaËe

and the aLmost-mystical fortuitousness of the marríage of Sir lJiLl-iam

and Isabel, of which Fairfaxts biographer has said, ttlt was a mosË

auspicious union; and from it descended all the statesmen and warriors,

scholars and poets, who rendered famous the ancient house of Fairfax."l

Ïhe poet dutifulLy celebrates the founding of Ëhe dynasty, a conventior¡aL

compliment r¿hich the genre requíres. But tJne blzarre story clearly

has intrinsic interest for hÍm; he recounLs at great l-ength the nunrs

persuasive appeal to Isabel because his wít makes so much of her

argument. The subtle hypocrisy of Lhe díscourse, fuL1 of the insinu-

ating suggestíon thaË Lhe religious life is deliciously sensual-, is

brilliant and we are hardly surprised to learn that the ttnuns smooth

tongue has suct her in" (L. 200). Marvell cannoL resist exhibiting

L. ldarkham, op. cit., p. 304.
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the ironies inherenË in the evenË: against the standard of the

true humility of the secular Fairfaxes is measured the fawning,

false humility of the reLigious order. And his whole delight in

the ínitial- paradox of humbLe greatness is increased in the para-

doxical division of religion and worldliness that complicaLes it.

BuË if his appreciation of the Fairfax Line is epic, Ëhe description

of its inception is decidedly mock-epic; that vaLorous race that

wíll try "Ftrance, Po1a¡d, either SgfEIX." ís the offspring of hIill-iarnrs

forcible rape of Isabel from her cloister; the rnilitary Lriumphs that

conclude in the melancholy war now taking pl-ace begin with an absurdLy

humorous assaul-t on a nunnery. lhe poet is serious when he says of

the house,

Though many a Nun Lhere made her Vow,

'Twas no @i€ioug -þæ ti1-l now,
(27e-80)

buË Ëhe comic echoes linger" The story is consistently funny but

the furËher he pushes the comedy, the more disconcerËing becomes

its distance from the sombre austerity of General Thomas. The

tonal shift, once more, draws our atËention to the personality of

Ëhe poet, adds to our ar^rareness that his sensibility inËerprets

Ëhe evenËs of Ëhe compliment. High style and low style are held

together in quite the same \,ray Ëhat the poet is holding together

oËher contrasts - the tv/o vüays of looking at Fairfax and Ëhe Ëwo
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experience of Fairfax and Marvell. This mixËure of the solemn and

the ludicrous still persists in the apparently unequivocal statement

that begins Ëhe next section:

From that blest Bed the Heroe came,
I{hom France and Poland yet does fame:
trrlho, when retired here to Peace,
His warlike Studies could not cease;
BuË laid these Gardens out in sport
In the just Figure of a Fort;
And with five Bastions ít did fence,
As aiming one for evtry Sense.

(zBL-2BB)

Even though he has retired he cannot cease his ttwarlike studies".

Ëhe lines inescapabl-y recall Cromwell pulled from hÍs ttprivate

Gardenstt because he couLd not ttceasett in the inglorious arts of

peace. I can, of course, draw no inferences from the verbal echoes

but only acknowledge more deeply Ëhe enormous gap between the exper-

íences of gardening and war that both passages insist upon. lhe

description of Fairfaxts garden that occupies the several foli-owing

sÈanzas is at once fragile and suggestive, innocent yet poignantly

troubled by its innocence. The garden is military and the details

of the comparison are elaborated with inexl:austible richness. Like

everything under the Fairfax aegis the flowers salute their ttgover-

nort'and the terrible irony of the scene lies in the exquisiËe harmony

to which the ordered world of Nunappleton ís atËuned, a fact of vrhÍch

Marvell has earlier convinced us:
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I{ell shot ye Firemenl 0h how s\nreet,
And round your equal Fires do meet;
llhose shrill report no Ear can te1l,
But Echoes to the Eye and smell.

See how the Fl-owtrs, as at 3årade,
Under their Colours stand dÍspLaid:
Each Regiment in order gro\¡rs,
That of the Tulip Pinke and Rose.

BuË when the vigilant lgglg!
Of stars waLks round about the Pole,
Their Leaves, that to the stalks are curltd,

' Seem to Lheir Staves the .Ens.igns furlrd,
Then in some Flowrrs beloved Hut
Each Bee as Sentinel- is shut;
And sleeps so too: but, if once stirtd,
She runs you through, or askes the trlo.rd.

(3os-320)

The drama is all in the Eone; Lhe masLery here of tonal implication

is such as h7e get from Marvell in only a half-dozen poems and from

perhaps fer¿er than a haLf-dozen English poets. One could wish

though that the tal-ent were less ineffable for in it resides what

I am forced crudely to caLl meaning. The more the comparison is

pressed beËIveen the disciplíne of war and its delicate mimesis in

the garden, the greater the exfoliaËion of detail, the more surely

are r¡re encouraged to believe in the possibility of harmless ímíËation.

The irony that the ímagination - of-FaÍ.rfax, of the poeË - has

constructed so real and inËegra1 a r¿orld is far crueler Ehan if only

a mocking suggesËion of similitude had been made. But Ëhere is no
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mockery in this pasËora1- duplication of the horror that general and

poet have wÍtnessed, only a sad and urgent appeal to the suspension

of disbeLief. One feels that Marvell dwells so LovingLy on this

miniature of order because he r¡ould will it into reaLity and thereby

discount the image thaL it mirrors and calls Lo mind. YeË the sub-

limiËy of the whoLe invention - which the Lone controls - is that

he gives equal weight to the imaginative act and the fond deception

implícit in it. 'tEach Regiment in order gro\,üs,/frtat of the Tulip

?inke and Rosett. The lines assert the reality of the fact at the

same.time as they chide, with anguished reluctance, the endeavour.

Art has imposed on nature, for delight and reassuïance, an ideal

of order, but it only refines, as the passage so wistfully implies,

Ëhe profound order of nature itself which vre perversely ignore.

There is an unalterable connection between the vigilant patrol of

stars and Ëhe sentínel bee within his flowerrs beloved hut. The

longer Ëhe masque is played the greater the truth revealed. But

it is because the vision is true, like the flower-dia1 in t'The

Gardentt, thaL it makes so unbearabLe the human activity of which it

is only an ironic counterpart.

There is thus no reaL shock in the poetrs sudden outhurst in

stanza )(LI. This delightfully benign garden is ante belllln England

as welL as Eden, and one can truly wonder,
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I¡Ihat Luckless Apple did \,,re tast,
To make us Mortal, and The trrÏast?

(327-328)

trnle can nevermore resLore that ttsr¿eet Eü!4tt

ïrihen Gardens only had their Towrs,
And all the Garrisons r^7ere Flowrs,
trrihen Roses only Arms might bear,
And Men did rosie Garlands wear ?

(331_334)

For war has grown over the trnursery of all things greentt and now

we plant rrOrdtnancert and sovr t'pov,rderrr. ïhe lines that follow

consider, wiËhouË naming, the skillful gardener to whom the poem

is addressed and whose presence everything in NunappleËon conspires

to recal1:

And yet their walks one on the Sod
trrlho, had it pleased him and God,
Might once have made our Gardens spring
Fresh as his own and flourÍshing.
But he preferr td to the Cinque Ports
These five irnaginary Forts

For he díd, with his utmost SkilL,
Ambitjlon weed but Conscience till.

(345-350, 353-354)

There is nothing so vulgar as a judgment in the lines, onLy a

willingness to consider possibilities. To be sure, Fairfaxrs

decisíon was also Godrs, the choice of conscience that |tmost our

earthly gardens \^7ant?'. But just as the five rtímaginary't forts

suggest the terrible disparity between real and ideal, so their

gardener has cast his lot for the world that honours moral ab-
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stractions, turned his back on the world of the possible, Lhe

horrible in-between. The justice of the action is almost irrelevanL

to the very notion of alternative actions that experience and poetry

force upon us. I think there is, suspended above the entire garden

scene, the faint ironic insinuation thaË, whether justífiably or not,

Fairfax plays at \¡7ar in a r¿orld of his own making from which every-

thing unpleasanL has been excluded, and which can only mockingly

summon in turn the unimaginable Eden and the unthinkable conflict.

The garden scene has frequently been read as central to the

compliment whích the poem pays:1 id"rl, ordered, and beautiful, it

reflects the moral grandeur of Fairfax (and like all of Nunappleton

is a tríbute to the proportion of interpretation of the po"* ).2 I

do not wish to raise doubts about this meaning; it is certainly

present both Ín the conception of the poem and the particular passage.

BuË I think we mÍss the emotional richness of rrAppleton Housett- that

2

See, for example, J.H. Summerrs excellenË introduction to the
Del1 edition of Marvell's poems (1961), p. 19.

D.C. Allen, Image and Meaning: MeËaphoric Traditions in _Ren-
aissance 3oetËv (Baltimore, 1960). See esp. p. L29; "The bee
alone inhabits Marvellrs garden because it is the ideal England,
the fortress Eden shut off from the rest of the wor1d...This
passage probably records the disordered realm. The great Lord
I^7as too tender in mind Ëo endure any goverrunent except the best.rt
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quality Ëhat Marvell so skillfully achieves in so elusive a manner -

if we fail to see the complication. As I have observed, the more

ideally beautiful the garden, the more painful our corì.sciousness of

what it mimics, and Marvell intends us to feel both parts of the

proposition at the same time. It is an imaginative world, tied to

the passions of its two creators, that glories in the character,

and suffers from the limiËations, of its creation. The poeËrs aËtitude

tov¡ard Fairfax and the garden is linked by this double sense of gain

and Loss. There is no condemnatíon of Fairfaxrs retiremenË, because

his action is beyond the possibility of so easy a solutÍon; but in

addit,ion, the problem is also Marvell rs and so impossible for him to

resolve even sympathetically. For what is at stake is nothing 1-ess

Ëhan aLternative com¡niLmenËs to the recreated worLd of inner experience.

Because the verse renders a complex of feel-ings under the aspect of

sirnple feeling, the passage, like the whole poem, is ironic. Once

more, iË is Ëhe perfect evenness of tone that points both toward and

away from the complex. Readers, with varying degrees of intensity,

properly sense Marvell's sophistication. Perhaps after all it is the

mot 'iuste for his peculiar character, but it signifies neither a

manner nor a quality of mind so much as the rather more technical

manipulaËion of tonal levels and strucËural properties. He is con-

stantly concerned to exploit the odd dramatic possibílities in the
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counterpoint between the sound of the surface and the life of the

undersurface. I am convinced the tr¿o are ironically juxtaposed in

Fairfaxrs garden, as they are in the brief transition into the next

rnajor section of the poem. AfËer the ardour of the outburst on

contemporary England, Ítself superfícially sudden and unexpected,

after the complicaËed morally weighted allusion to Fairfax, the

speaker wíth no sense of tonal incongruity glances at the rrinvisible

&Ë'fsgI.":

But ore the Meads below it pIays,
Or innocently seems to gaze.

(367-368)

The sense is of a fresh sËart, a shift in scene, another experience.

Sínce the poem is ostensibly descriptÍve, the fiction of the narrative

is that there is no necessary personal connection between the parts,

and so Lhey may be seen as almost independent of each other. But it

ís only an illusÍon that the poet records his separate impressions

as he moves through gardens, woods, and meado\^7s. The ttabysstt to

whích he now passes, strange and confusing in comparison with the

safe proportions of house and garden, is unmístakably choked with

frightening mementoes of war. The metaphor Ëurned with such equi-

vocation in the garden becomes here fulI-scale syrnboLíc drama.

First impressÍons of what had seemed Yorkshire meado¡vs, and noËhing

more, are disorienting and inexplicable. The grass is ttunfathomablett;
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grasshoppers seern larger than men and ominously mock the poet as he

Passes through. The landscape is like an ocean from which he wonders

how men trrise alivett. Marvell is clearly less at home in. ttnaLurett

Èhan in the comfortabLe confines of the house, and the shift sig-

nifies the perils of an íncreasing inwardness of his experience.

The grasp on the objective and naturalistic weakens; the scene has

the unreal quality of fantasy:

No Scene that turns with Engines strange
Does oftner than these Meadows change.

(3Bs-386)

Before the poet appear the mowers, like Israelites dividing their

\,üay through a ttgreen sea". T'heyttmassacrett the grass - in a context

that provÍdes yet another tv;ist on the action of l4arvellrs pastorals

- and one, unknovring, carves a ttrailtr. The careless crÍme initÍates

a feast of slaughter: the imperious and 'tbloodyr Thestylis,

Rails rain for Quails, for Manna Dew.
(+os¡

The occasion ís turned to an ironic corn¡nent on the supposed security

of proportion:

Unhappy Birds I What does ir boor
To build bel-ow the Grasses Root;
I,rlhere Lowness is unsafe as Height,
And Chance or retakes what scapeth spight?
(4oe-4L2)

In the ideal world of Appleton House moral principle is its own
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protection; in the experiential meadow, behavicurÍs more complicated.

The faint self-mockery of the episode reflects a sharpened alrareness

of the disorder inherent in the quotidian, though the tone continues

to exude the nonchalance of innocence. EverythÍng before the poet

is harmlessl-y pastoral yet seen wíth the troubled eye of experience.

The language of wiL holds the perspectives in balance, moving

imperceptibly between them:

ïrlhere , as the Meads with Hay, the plaÍn
Lyes quilted ore with Bodies slain:
The lüomen that r^/ith forks iË fling,
Do represent the PillagÍng.

And now the careless Victors play,
Dancing the TrÍumphs of the llay;
trrlhere every Mowers wholesome Heat
Smells like an ¿Içxandsrs s\,"a.Ë.

(42L-428)

From the easy vantage of Nunappreton, and the framed remoteness of

the poem, battle, death, and celebration of the triumph seem casual

and distant. It is not a \,rar the speaker witnesses, only the shade

of a war. As it has before, the magic of retirement wittily mirrors

the outside world while it renders it harmless. But the mind per-

sistently embraces both possibilitÍes - imaginative and actual -

and the real impinges with increasing frequency. Ihe passage, as

Lhe poem, records the parallel phenomena: Lhe disparity between

Ëhe i¡orld within and without, and the drama of the mind movÍng
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beLween them, first assured in its contemplation of the ideal, then

sensible Ëhat the fancy cannot cheat so well as she is famed to do.

The poem records both the definítíon of Appleton House and the

response to that definition. And as the rrscenerr again shifts -

Marvell could noL more emphatically suggest the ímaginative quality

of the action - the echoes of war and destrucLÍon remain. The

pyramids of hay recall Roman camps; the tabula rasa of the new

setting ís likened to the rrloril/Ere Lhe Bulls enteï aË l4adrillt;

the ernpty space is such as tlevel ler.s take Pattern at". The

landscape seen in the river is distorted and shrunken, and then

literally inundated, flooded by the Denton which t'makes the Meador¿

truly be/(I,Ihat ít buL seemtd before) a Sea.I The flood has at

least an intimation of chaos as political punishmenL in the series

of natural paradoxes thaË Marvell describes (LL.472-80) . Land and

i^7ater merge; all is confused and unnatural as eels bellow in ox

and horses kick at the leeches that hang on them. The disruption

in nature is as dark in its implÍcation as the unnatural phenomena

of Macbeth. Even v,rhen, like Noah, the poet reËires from the flood,

takes sanctuary in the wood, andltwhile Ít lastsrr embarks himself

in this ttgreen, yet growing Ark", his retreat is marked by a last

glimpse of civil cataclysm:
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And where all Creatures míght have shares,
Although in Armies, not in Paires.

The double \.üood of ancient Stocks...
On one hand Faírfax, thtother Veres:
Of whom though many felI in ülar,
Yet more to Heaven shooting are....

(487-489, 492-494)

The wood is desirable, permanent, profoundly safe and inviting:

everything, that is, that the poet is looking for. tr{ithout, hard

of access, yet wiËhin ffit opens passable and thinrr. Outside men

kill and pillage whÍle here each gesture bespeaks the most sublime

courtesy and delicacy of feeling. For the nightingale,

The Thorn, lest ít should hurt her, draws
llithin the Skin its shrunken Claws.

(sLe-s20)

Careless and undistracted, he observes the grace and use of this

natural haven, the details of which everywhere proclaim the faultless

order of rtNatures mvstjfck Booktr. He can no\^7 put off not only the

memoríes of life beyond the walls that restrain Ëhe world without

but also the memories of the special problems he and Fairfax share

in their rural seclusion. There is neither time nor will for any-

thing but the self-consciousness of who1ly imaginative experience:

Give me but trrlings as they, and I
Streight floatÍng on the Air shall fly;
Or turn me but, and you shall see
I was but an inverted Tree.

(5 65-s 68)
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As in ttThe Gardenrr, and with the same irony, his mystic sol itude

begets the satisfactions of a vegetable ¡¿orld fragrantly sensual.

Embroidered wÍth oak-leaves, licked, clasped, and curled by iv1z,

he languishes wíth ease onrrPallets swoln of Velvet Mossrt. He is

caressed by zephyxs, and that the pleasure is more than physical he

readily admits:

trrlho as my Hair, my Thoughts too shed,
And winnow from the Chaff my Head.

(s ee- 60o)

The starøas that follow record the ecstatic but deeply ironic self-

conscious climax of the experience:

How safe, methinks, and sËrong, behind
These Trees have I incamptd *y mind;
trrlhere Beauty, aiming at the Heart,
Bends in some Tree its useless Dart;
And where Ëhe I{orld no certaín Shot
Can make, or me it toucheth not.
But I on it securely play,
And gaul its Horsemen all the Day.

Bind me ye trrloodbínes in your tT\rines,
Curle me about ye gadding Vines,
And 0h so close Your círcles lace,
That I may never leave this P1ace:
But, lest your Fetters prove too weak,
Ere I your Silken Bondage break,
Do you, O Bramb.les, chain me Loo,
And courteous BrÍars nail me through.

(602-6t6)

Ruth trrlallerstein, sensitive to the Christian echoes of the poetts

comic marËyrdom, seeks to supply a balanced reading: rtThe woodland
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scene ... must not, then be taken too seriously. trühatever larger

significance Ëhe po\¡rer to lose hirnself in nature ... has for ÙkrveL1,

Èhese scenes ... are to be read quite símply as they appear on the
1

surface."* But the problem of course is that Lhe scene does not

appear simple on the surface at all. One would gladly accept the

Passage as lucidly whimsical were it not for the feeling that Marvell

is here at his usual- technique of pushing the actÍon as far as possible

in two opposite dírections - the playful and the serious - and so

confounding us wíth the strain between them.2 Eo, the qualíty of the

experience that the verse magnificently expresses ís the poetts de-

tached recognition of its complexity. One does not tloset oneself

ín nature, or in anything, quite so artfully, with such intelligent

ariTareness of the shape of the experience. How safely ttmethinks" -

the word bursts wiLh the force of conscious illusion - the poet has

evaded the world whose certain shot (of love, of war) fails of its

mark. His proËection is the certainty of a mind Ëhat reverses cause

and effect (1. 607) , that plays on experience with the unassailable

1.

t

Seventeenth-Century Poqtic, p. 315.

See Josepln A,. Mazzeots description of
his rlCromwell as Machiavellian Prince
Ode, trr JHI, XXI (1960), p. 1.

this characteristic in
in MarvelLrs tAn Horatian
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securiLy of its o\^7n remoteness. only so busily efficient an inteL-

ligence can so effectiveLy put to use the language of wit; for the

mock-crucifixion that represents his liberation from the world and

his bondage to himself is in turn triumphantly funny and sadl_y self-

immolating, and only the poetrs wit insists thaË ít is both. Like

the several syrnbolic events that occur in pastoral settings, this

one too is painless, even p1-easurable, because it cheats the reality

of hisËory; and so it reflects again the beneficence of the life of

retirement, Nunappleton, and imaginative withdrawal" But the passion

\,,/ith r,rhich it is seized is matched by the sense of its fraílness; the

fetters, chaÍns, and naÍl-s are either silken, or, at \^7orst prickly.

And on another level altogether - that of imaginative behavior-r- the

act is even more acutely ambiguous. The sacrifice is destructive

yeË desirable, victorious over the tyranny of reaL, imposed experience,

subject to the tyranny of the self-ímposed ideal. Of course the

narrative and the tone of the passage are \^7itty and playful - to

misunderstand this is to misread Marvell in the \nTorst possible way.

Playful, because the absurd and Ëhe terrible, impaLed together, are

the funny characters of the game that metaphysical poetry begins and

ends by playing. At the height of Marvell's celebration of solitude

toward which the poem has been inexorably moving he can on1-y suggest

to us the choíce between the incredible public world and the intolerable

prívate world.
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As he has moved into the wood he no\^r moves ouË to find the

meado\.rs refreshed by the flood that has receded just as he is

refreshed by his parallel experience. Nature seems vranton and

harmless and in the lesser privacy of the meadow he ttabandonstr

himself to the tactile delights of fishing. His exquisiLe sense

of innocent índulgence is superbly rendered by the approach of his

pupil:

But now arday my Hooks, my Quills,
And Angles, idle Utensils.
The Young Maria waLks to night:
Hide trifl-ing Youth thy Pleasures sLight.

tT\¿ere shame that such judicious Eyes
Should with such Toyes a Man surprize;
She that already is the I,eE
Of all her !e5, her AeesE.

(64e- 6s 6)

The compliment he pays her, conventionally due the lordts reigning

heir, ís no less acceptable for iËs fanciful extïavagance. That he

deprecates himself with such comic brilliance, the tutor trembling

before the gifted student, only illuminates how ímaginative is hÍs

relatÍon to the poem of compliment. Nature "in respect To her, it

self doth recollect?r. It has lain wanton for his inspection, and

recollects itself in sympathetic deference to her authoïiLy, and

also because its anatomy is beyond the power of the child, her gifts

notwiËhstanding. Marvellrs charming reversal of their roles r¿ould
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be less refíned if it did noË slyly restore the true relation. The

house and the garden, straight in the order of artifice, paid homage

Lo the father, but iË is naLure itself, free and regenerative, that

worships the youthful daughter. The praise is extensive, elaborately

hyperbolic, yet always delicate and suggestive; the war that played

about Fairfaxrs garden is pushed to a further remove when it is

recalled by Mary:

Blest Nvmphl that couldst so soon prevent
Those Traiqs by Youth against thee meant;
Tears (waËry, shot that pierce the Mind;)
And SiEhs (Loves Cannon charg'd wíth llind;)
True Praise (Ihat break through aIl defence; )
And feignrd c.omplyinE l4aocence;
But knowing where this Ambush 1ay,
She scap'd the safe, but roughest T.tÏay.

(7t3-720)

rt Ís the last of the many visions of war and like the others

Nunappleton makes it toothless and innocent. But there is the

special sense here that the war of adults, dealing hatred and death,

will in its turn pass to the youthfuL mock-\,rar that implies nothing

but life. The father is praised at the begínning, the child at the

end, and while tire succession is naLural to the complíment the im-

prication is that the child will bring a greater glory to the house,

free of the difficulties that, have beser the father. she will be

then, as MarveLl in fact states, a moder of order that a new world

would do well to copy:
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rTis not, \^7hat once it was, Lhe Inlorld;
But a rude heap together hurl rd;
All negligently overthrown,
Gulfes, Deserts, Precipices, Slone,
Your lesser l,rÏorld contains the same
But in more decent Order tame

(7 6L-7 66)

The compLiment is again turned to the more serious use that has

characterLzed the poem. A gesture of acknowledgment is paid to the

prÍvate worLd that the Fairfaxes have made under such trying circum-

stances. But MarvelLrs passion is ïeserved for the public one. One

can go only so far in substitutíng the one for the other; the imagin-

ation that coloucs the actual with the tints of the ideal is hel-plessly

staggered by the persistent image of the rude heap it had thought to

ignore. The problem may be personal and specific for Fairfax, personal

and general for MarveLl, metaphysical for both of them and all of us,

but it is the same problem, and it Ís the greatness of Èhe poem that

iË so constantly deals with the different possibilities and the

recognition of their identity. Light thickens and the salmon-fishers

assume the grotesque appearance of ttAntipodes in Shoestt. The reminí-

scence of Browne is tinged with the sad awareness of the whole human

condÍ tion:

Hor¿ Tortoíse like, but not so slow,
These rational Amphibii go?
Letrs in for the dark Hem.isph_ere
Does now Iíke one of them appear.

(77 3-77 6)
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It is the darkness of nÍght, the \^?itty excursion concluded, that

hovers about the notion of distinguished and divided worlds. It

is the last fitting half-shrug at the experience, the mute attíËude

of wisdom, the final example of Marvellrs almost incredible dexterity

in manipulating the several points of view from which Ëhe experience

of the poem is to be judged.
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CONCLUSION

Perhaps there \Á/as a touch of the sentimental in the once-

popular víew of Marvell as ttgarden-poettt. r do noË mean Ëhe obvíous

and vulgar tendency to find sv/eet simplicity in what is always com-

plicated, but the preference for the brilliant concïeteness of the

early poetry to the puzzLíng productions of the ProËectorate and

RestoraËion. one poem on cromwell in the old style, tr^7o in the

ne\^7; a few occasional pieces of a social or political nature; and

then the often hilarious, often depressing, always coarse satires

of the reign of charles rr. This is the odd character of the later

work. The relation between the halves of the canon, as weJ-l as the

life, is a problem one can hardly ígnore, and I admire PaËríck Cruttwell

for exploring it wiËh such determir¡ation. ItThe splitting of ments

minds which the civÍl tr{ar brought about did not utterry destroy, in

Mil ton, the power to r^rrite great poetry, as it had done ín llarvell"I -

it is an explanation of sorts. But surely if ever there vrere a poet

sufficiently aware of the dangers of such a split and able to deal

wÍth thern in verse, that poet \^ras l,larvell. There are very few poems

in which he does not dramatize the problem or some equivalent of it.

1. The Shakespearean Moment (London, L954), p. 203.
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I am more inclined to accept the most obvious a.nd l-east interesting

ans\.ùer of all. He hras noË) even Ín the sense of Donne, a dedicated

man of letters, circulating manuscripts and assisting at intellectual-

salons, and he was conspicuously not a literary personality. For

Lhe last t\^renty years of his life he \,ías a practisíng politician and

so far as I know there is nothing to indicate he had any interests

that conflicted vJith his professional activÍties. One can also view

Lhe shift ín his poetÍc style in rhe light of less specifically

hÍstoricaL factors, more broadl-y definitive ones; the lyrics are

written at the end of the metaphysical period, Lhe satires are

Restoration in tone and style as well as content. Yet this does

not explain the wholly occasional, apparently sporadic nature of the

late \,rork, does not explain, that is, Marvellrs disinteresL in writing

serious poetry. CrutËwe11, defining the Lemperarnental difference

belween Anglo-Catholic and Puritan, says of Marvell:

even in hís best verse, there ís a certain
coolness, att aír as of not being completely
committeC, which prepare one both for his
choice of the P4rliamentrs cause and for his
later collapse into thcroughgoíng anti-monarchist
propaganda.l 

^

Ibid. , p. 253.
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cool, uncommitted, detached, remote - these words identify an aspect

of Marvellrs verse. r think, moreover, that they do tell us some-

thing about Marvell if we think of detachment as signifying noË so

much a state of mind as a qualitv of poeËic slyle - as indeed r have

been considering it all aLong.

The metaphysical style - for Donne most strikingly, for Herbert

and Crashaw only slightLy less obviously - is par excellence a sËyle

for recording personal involvement. It is given to irony as it

compares realms of thought and being that are like in some respecLs,

unlike in others. And because its mode is to dramatize the recoø-

nition of the relations iË considers, ít is forever casting the

poet as hero, defining, arrangíng, discovering the personal conse-

quences of the !,7itty insight. hlhat is irnplicitl-y true of much,

if not al-l, poetry, the metaphysiaaL concentrates on with an intensity

that does indeed become a strucËura1 principle. Self-consciousness,

self-dramatLzation are noL by accident characteristics of meLaphysical

lyrÍcs. The extravagance of this personal drama in Donne is neither

unconscious nor adventitious nor even of very much psychological

interest. BuË the peculiarity of }larvell as metaphysical - and

Ëhe source of the special irony of many of the poems - is the way

in which he fluctuates between invoLvemenL Ín and remoteness from

the experience he gives us. sometimes he is closer to the poem than
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at other times, sometimes he is both involved and remote within the

same poem; always he plays with the idea of his reLation to the

poem, making all the shif ts in difference by the same T,rítty, even

surface. And as the earlier metaphysÍcal poeLs dramatLze their

relation Lo the poem) so in Marvell too the style is part of the

drama of the poem. But as Donne writes almost wholly of the burden

of consciousness, Marvell sets consciousness and externality beside

each other, representing in turn the nature of each. And as Donne

renders a consciousness so intense and insistent that it overwhelms

its poetic fictions, Marvel-1 moves with acrobatic assurance between

mind and nature holding them in a balance that he sometimes juggles

buL never upsets. Perhaps after all he plays the more dangerous

game. The ernpty despair that Donne keeps gLimpsíng is at least

familiar and one suspects often comforting; Marvell threatens us

with a vision of final i,rithdrawaL but he comes back, with the self-

mocking air of affected innocence, to the earth of the garden.

i¡Ihether the baLance of Marvellrs styl-e is an ironic gLance at

Donners imbalance, a personal conveníence, or the natural product

of an age midway between metaphysical and Augustan, or whether

something of all three, it is difficult to say. I have thought iL

worth defining Ëhe effect itself for it seems to be one that critics

have discussed even more vaguel-y than iLs very real elusiveness requires
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